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Regression discontinuity designs (RDDs) are the most robust quasi-experimental
design, but current statistical models are limited to estimates for the simple causal
relationship between only two variables: the independent and dependent variables. In
practice, intervening variables (or mediators) are often observed as part of the causal
chain. Mediators explain the why and how a treatment or intervention works. Therefore,
mediation and RDD analysis combined can be a useful tool in identifying key
components or processes that make intervention programs effective while making causal
inferences for improving student achievement, despite natural constraints, limitations,
and ethical considerations. Without an integrated framework of assumptions for
conducting mediation analysis within RDDs, researchers are more susceptible to making
incorrect causal inferences. Therefore, this study includes an integrated framework for
conducting mediation analysis in RDD to facilitate rigorous causal inferences despite
constraints in applied research settings. Secondary data analysis using the Head Start
Impact Study (HSIS) compared results between a randomized controlled trial (RCT) and
synthetic RD data set. A Monte Carlo simulation study was conducted to determine
performance and statistical validity of mediation in RDD under varying conditions.

Two main assumptions necessary for drawing correct causal inferences are the
independence assumption and SUTVA. Results from the secondary data analysis showed
that RDD estimates are more often smaller than their RCT counterparts. Additionally,
95% confidence intervals (CIs) constructed for RDD estimates made opposite
significance conclusions than the RCT estimates. The simulation study revealed that
Type I error rate and power for all mediation effects were within or reached the
robustness criteria, but bias and coverage were more often outside the robustness range.
Imbalance provided a more thorough understanding of where the true effect was landing
in comparison to the CIs. The findings of this study serve to inform future research
practice by providing researchers guidelines for making valid causal inferences under
identified conditions and identifying causal mechanisms in programs to increase what is
working and reduce ineffective components.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
As part of the 2020 budget proposal, the United States Department of Education
requested $300 million for the Education Innovation and Research program, which aims
to support “the creation, development, implementation, replication, and scaling up of
evidence-based innovations designed to improve student achievement and attainment for
high-need students” (U.S. Department of Education, 2019, p. 11). Identifying key
components of these innovations aimed at improving educational outcomes necessitates
applying appropriate statistical methods to determine how or why treatments work, with
the goal of making causal inferences. This type of statistical analysis is often referred to
as causal mediation analysis.
Although randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are lauded as the gold standard for
concluding causality, RCT is not always a viable option under policy constraints,
budget/resource limitations, and ethical considerations. Under such circumstances, there
is a critical need to identify and use strong quasi-experimental methods—identified by
the lack of randomization in the design—to support robust causal inferences, without
neglecting practical and ethical concerns. An alternative to RCTs is the regression
discontinuity design (RDD), demonstrated to be the most robust quasi-experimental
design for causal inference (Shadish et al., 2002). Combining the goal to identify causal
mechanisms of interventions with constraints that remove randomization as a viable
design component, the purpose of the present study is to examine the performance of
mediation analysis under RDD.
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Figure 1.1 Single mediator model

In considering ways to build interventions, a key aspect is understanding and
extending effective components of the program. Mediation analysis represents the
process of hypothesizing and statistically testing for the presence of intervening variables,
commonly referred to as mediators (Baron & Kenny, 1986). In the simplest mediation
model as shown in Figure 1.1, manipulation of X, an independent or treatment variable,
causes changes in a mediator (M), which, in turn, causes changes in Y, the dependent or
outcome variable. A causal relationship involving a mediator is known as the mediated or
indirect effect. For example, an intervention designed to decrease anabolic androgenic
steroid (AAS) use among high school football players presented healthy alternatives to
AAS use (Goldberg et al., 1996). Participation in the intervention program (X)
unexpectedly increased students’ intentions to use AAS at follow-up (Y) through
presentation of reasons for using AAS (M). Identifying this counterproductive indirect
effect (i.e., increased AAS use intent) allowed researchers to recommend improving the
program by reducing information on reasons of AAS use and instead increasing focus on
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risks of using AAS (MacKinnon et al., 2001).
Methods for mediation analysis is a burgeoning field. Several different methods
have been proposed and tested to detect mediation (e.g., Baron & Kenny, 1986; Judd &
Kenny, 1981; MacKinnon, 2008; Sobel, 1982). Tests of mediation have been developed
for multilevel (e.g., Kenny et al., 2003; Krull & MacKinnon, 1999; Pituch et al., 2006),
structural equation modeling (SEM; e.g., Gunzler et al., 2013; Preacher et al., 2010), and
Bayesian (e.g., Yuan & MacKinnon, 2009) contexts. Researchers have also applied
mediation analysis to multiple mediator models, as well as multilevel SEM models (e.g.,
Preacher & Hayes, 2008; VanderWeele & Vansteelandt, 2014).
Historically, statistical mediation analysis has been conducted by estimating a
series of regression equations and using the corresponding coefficients to make
calculations (Alwin & Hauser, 1975; Judd & Kenny, 1981). Efforts to develop and
improve estimation and inferential procedures for the traditional framework continue, but
this regression-based framework lacks clarity in identifying underlying assumptions that
must be met to infer causation (Jo, 2008; MacKinnon et al., 2020). Recent developments
have moved mediation methods from the traditional framework to the potential outcomes
framework (MacKinnon et al., 2020). The potential outcomes framework for mediation
analysis is often referred to as causal mediation analysis and uses a counterfactual
approach to make stronger causal claims (Imai et al., 2010; Pearl, 2001; VanderWeele,
2015). This shift in approach is especially pertinent with regards to randomly assigning
individuals to either a treatment or non-treatment group. When randomization as a
component of the experimental design is not an option, evidence of strong causal
inferences is limited.
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Regression Discontinuity Designs
The randomized experimental design1.1 is extolled as the “gold standard” for
rigorously examining intervention causal effects. Randomization, however, is not always
a viable option. Often, in education research, extenuating circumstances render
randomization impossible, impractical, or unethical. For example, Robinson (2010)
determined randomization was neither feasible nor practical to examine the effects of
testing English language learners’ (ELLs’) math skills using a test translated to their
native language. Specifically, including proficient English speakers to take a translated
test would not help the researcher investigate possible accommodations for ELL.
An alternative to RCTs is RDDs, demonstrated to be the most robust quasiexperimental design for causal inference, second only to the randomized experimental
design, given its ability to provide unbiased causal estimates at the cutoff score (Shadish
et al., 2002). In RDDs, assignment to treatment groups is based solely on a cutoff score
on some continuous assignment variable (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). Participants who
fall on one side of the cutoff receive treatment, and participants who fall on the other side
receive another treatment or a “business-as-usual” control.
In cases where not all participants need treatment or intervention, RDD is highly
advantageous. For instance, as with the previous example, RDD allows a targeted
intervention (translated math test), developed for a specific student population (ELL), to
be implemented and its effects measured. Additionally, RDD is particularly useful when
resources are limited (e.g., budget, personnel, learning supplies) or when randomization
is unethical or unfeasible. Although RCTs use the rigor of randomization, in practice,
RDDs are often a more viable option.
Randomized controlled trial (RCT) will primarily be used in this proposal to refer to the manifestation of
a randomized experimental design in practice.
1.1
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Initially, Cook (2008) asserted two main rationales for championing the use of
RDDs, namely, selection bias and randomization near the cutoff score. First, selection
bias (e.g., selected sample not representative of the population, randomization not
effective) does not occur with RDD because the cutoff score solely determines selection
into treatment. Second, for scores around the cutoff, chance becomes the strongest
determinant of which side of the cutoff an individual will land, thus resembling a
randomized experiment at the cutoff score (Cook, 2008). Together, these two rationales
provide a strong basis for causal inference. Regressing the observed outcome on the
assignment variable provides an estimate of the functional relationship between the two
variables. In practice, however, interventions are rarely contingent on a direct effect
between two variables because intervening variables are often present.
Integrating RDD with Mediation Analysis
Using RDD (Thistlethwaite & Campbell, 1960) and mediation analysis jointly
offers researchers the benefit of not being confined to estimating treatment effects and
causal mechanisms only when true experimental designs are feasible. RDD and
mediation analyses, however, come with their own sets of statistical assumptions. When
researchers use RDD and mediation analyses together, it is critical to identify appropriate
assumption tests to make the most rigorous causal inferences from the combined
analyses, yet these assumptions are not yet identified. The proposed project will address
this gap by identifying and testing an integrated framework of assumption tests.
The long-term goal of the proposed line of research is to ensure students in need
receive effective interventions. To achieve that goal, the objective of the proposed project
is to advance methodological science that helps education researchers determine effective
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intervention components. The immediate aims of this proposed project are to: (a) define
statistical assumptions necessary to establish mediation in RDDs; (b) compare mediation
in RDDs to mediation in RCTs in terms of assumption adherence/violation and indirect
effect estimates; and (c) test the performance of mediation in RDDs under various
conditions (i.e., sample sizes, effect sizes, cutoff scores).
Study Significance
Current statistical methods in RDDs are limited in their ability to detect and
identify intervening variable effects. Moreover, the validity of causal inferences drawn
from mediation analysis are unidentified within the context of RDDs. Thus, the
contribution of the proposed study is to develop a framework for integrating mediation in
RDDs to make correct and valid causal inferences. The findings of this study contribute
to the field by informing future research practice by providing researchers guidelines for
making valid causal inferences and interpretations under identified conditions (e.g., given
different sample sizes or effect sizes). The findings also have broader societal impacts to
support intervention programs for high-need students (e.g., students with learning
disabilities, underserved minority groups, low-income backgrounds) and facilitate
treatment despite budget/resource limitations. Furthermore, use of mediation in RDDs
allows researchers to identify causal mechanisms in programs to increase what is working
and reduce ineffective components. Finally, the proposed line of research for developing
an integrated framework of assumptions for mediation in RDDs has theoretical
implications for future extensions (e.g., multiple mediators, multiple cutoff scores,
multilevel analyses, fuzzy RDDs [inclusion of crossovers and no-shows]).
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Present Study
The purpose of this dissertation is to examine mediation in RDDs and answer the
following research questions through an analytic phase for assumption identification and
integration, an empirical phase using secondary data analysis, and a simulation phase
with a Monte Carlo simulation.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
RQ1: What are the statistical assumptions to establish mediation in RDDs?
Quasi-experimental designs are similar to experimental designs; with the key
exception of random assignment, these two types of designs will share assumptions.
From the analytic phase, it is expected that an integrated mediation and RDD framework
for statistical assumptions around the cutoff score will be similar to statistical
assumptions for mediation within RCTs.
RQ2: How does mediation in RDDs differ in performance compared to mediation in
RCTs?
The secondary data analysis will provide estimates for mediation under RDD and
RCT, providing an idea of how parameters may differ. For example, perhaps the
estimates of direct and indirect effect sizes for mediation in RDDs compared to RCTs
will be the same, so the question becomes how the inferences that can be drawn from
each design will differ.
RQ3: How will the behavior of mediation in RDD differ under varying conditions (i.e.,
sample sizes, effect sizes, cutoff scores)?
Results from the empirical data analysis will serve as the null condition for the
simulation study. The magnitude of the parameters will be varied, and the corresponding
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impact on bias, Type I error rates, power, coverage, and balance will be analyzed. It is
hypothesized that, given equal sample sizes, statistical power to detect effect size
estimates for mediation in RDD will be lower compared to statistical power for the RCT,
due to RDD requirements for a larger sample size to achieve the same power as its RCT
counterpart (Cappelleri et al., 1994). Decreased power for RDDs compared to its RCT
counterpart is observed because the treatment indicator and assignment variable are
highly collinear (Kisbu-Sakarya et al., 2018; Schochet, 2009). The simulation allows the
proposed method to be generalizable to different study conditions and provides evidence
for statistically valid conclusions. Since mediation in RDD, however, has not been
previously considered under varying parameter conditions, this study is largely
exploratory.

Table 1.1 Simulation Study Factors and Levels
Factor

Levels

Sample size

500, 1000, 2500, 5000, 10000

Effect size of a

0, 0.14, 0.39, 0.59

Effect size of b

0, 0.14, 0.39, 0.59

Effect size of c`

0, 0.14, 0.39, 0.59

Effect size of h

0, 0.05, 0.15, 0.34

Cutoff scores

25/75; 50/50; 75/25
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Scientific research is saturated with questions concerning cause and effect—how
and why does something work? For whom and when will it work, and in which contexts?
In over simplistic terms, research in educational psychology focuses on assessing best
practices to bolster learning. How effective is a math intervention for struggling students?
How likely is it for a teacher training workshop to improve student academic
achievement? What are long-term effects of selecting children from low-income
households to attend preschool? Identifying and measuring varied treatment effects to
maximize favorable potential outcomes becomes a major focus. To do so, researchers
collect data on variables that are theorized to affect some aspect of teaching or learning,
with the aim of identifying a causal sequence or relation.
In a simple world, measuring and concluding that one variable caused another
would be straightforward. Reality, however, is not straightforward. It is instead filled
with multiple potential causes for an effect, as well as confounding variables that may not
even be measured. To better understand effects, a foundational understanding of causes is
required. “That everything has a cause is sometimes called the law of causality, but it
does not imply that everything can be a cause” (Holland, 1986, p. 959), which begs the
question, “How are causes identified?” Paul Holland and Donald Rubin penned the
infamous motto: “NO CAUSATION WITHOUT MANIPULATION” (Holland, 1986, p.
959), which addresses well the premise for setting up experimental studies so that a
variable can be manipulated and studied in a controlled setting. The potential outcomes
framework is one framework for formally conceptualizing causation and is the basis of
this study. Therefore, before discussing causal mediation analysis and RDDs, the
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potential outcomes framework for these two methodological tools will be laid out.
Potential Outcomes Framework
In the literature concerning causal inference, the counterfactual framework and
potential outcomes framework are either presented where the latter is a special case of the
prior and the terms ‘counterfactual’ and ‘potential outcomes’ are used with distinction
(e.g., Morgan & Winship, 2014; Rubin, 2005), or the frameworks and their corresponding
terms are used interchangeably (e.g., Dawid, 2000; Greenland et al., 1999; VanderWeele,
2015). The perspective for this study is that the counterfactual framework is a general
approach to causal inference, and the potential outcomes framework is a “core piece” of
this general counterfactual approach, as presented in Morgan and Winship (2014). As
such, counterfactuals and potential outcomes will not be used interchangeably.
Counterfactuals will be introduced in relation to potential outcomes first to build the
groundwork for introducing the potential outcomes framework.
Causal States, Potential Outcomes, and Counterfactuals
The basis of the potential outcomes framework is the concept of causal states.
Individuals within a defined population can be exposed to two alternative causal states—
exposure or non-exposure to the cause that could potentially affect the outcome variable
of interest (Morgan & Winship, 2014). For example, suppose researchers are interested in
foreign language proficiency in early adulthood. Two alternative causal states could be
whether or not 20-30-year-old native English speakers were regularly exposed to that
foreign language during early childhood. As another example, if the outcome is behavior
assessment score, the two states could be whether or not elementary students were in the
behavior intervention program. Causal states in the case of a binary cause, as is common
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with experimental studies, are often referred to as the treatment and control. Otherwise,
the causal states are referred to as alternative treatments.
Although the potential outcomes framework has roots in experimental design
work (e.g., Cochran & Cox, 1950; Fisher, 1935; Neyman, 1934; Splawa-Neyman et al.,
1990), Donald Rubin is credited to have formalized this model of causal inference in a
series of papers (1974, 1977, 1978, 1980, 1981, 1986, 1990). The Rubin Causal Model
(RCM), coined by Holland (1986) is a formal mathematical conceptualization for causal
inference based on the potential outcomes framework, and its notation will be employed.
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0) will be notation to represent the outcome without exposure to treatment, and 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1)
will be the outcome given exposure to treatment. In theory, both 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1) and 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0) are

potential outcomes for individual i, and the causal effect is the difference 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1) − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0).
The issue with this theoretical setup, however, is known as the fundamental

problem of causal inference (Holland, 1986; Rubin, 1978). Both 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1) and 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0) for each

individual i are not simultaneously observable. Once individuals are assigned to a
treatment, they cannot also be in the alternate treatment. Time is also irreversible,
preventing even the best human efforts from rewinding time to return and expose
individuals to the other treatment. Therefore, one potential outcome becomes a

counterfactual. Shadish et al. (2002) succinctly defined a counterfactual as “something
that is contrary to fact” (p. 5). For individual i in the treatment group, 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0) is the

unobservable counterfactual outcome, and vice versa where 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1) is the counterfactual

for individual i in the control group. Counterfactuals are unobservable, which means that
an estimate of causal effect (𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1) − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0)) is impossible to calculate at the individual
level.
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Holland (1986) delineates a statistical solution for the fundamental problem of
causal inference. Since the difference between the two potential outcomes cannot be
measured at the individual level, group-level differences can instead be measured for the
population. The potential outcomes framework thus provides a set of assumptions under
which the population average causal estimand—a numeric quantity estimated with the
data—can be estimated (VanderWeele, 2016).
Key Components
Causal effects. Instead of estimating a causal effect for each individual, the
average treatment effect (ATE) can be estimated. The ATE, defined as
ATE = 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌(1) − 𝑌𝑌(0)},

(2.1)

is the expected value of the difference between the two potential outcomes (where 𝐸𝐸[. ] is
the expectation operator) and can be thought of as the “broadest possible average effect”

when considering the population of interest (Morgan & Winship, 2014, p. 46). Following
the rules of probability, the ATE can also be written
ATE = 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌(1)} − 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌(0)}.

(2.2)

This alternative way of expressing the ATE in Equation 2.2 is important to acknowledge
because it reveals that observable outcomes for different units can still be used to
understand the ATE (Holland, 1986). In probability theory, the expected causal effect of
an individual i is equal to the mean of the population. Therefore, the mean for groups of
individuals under each outcome (exposed or not exposed to treatment) can be calculated
as an estimate of the treatment effect. Since the ATE is the average causal effect
measured across individuals, the i subscript is dropped from Equations 2.1 and 2.2.
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When considering situations where data from the entire population are
unobtainable, the ATE estimated from the sample will be referred to as the sample
average treatment effect (SATE):
1

𝑛𝑛

∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1�𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1) − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0)�

(2.3)

where n denotes the number of individuals in the sample. The SATE is the average causal
effect for each individual in the sample. Through repeated sampling, theory dictates that
the expected value of the SATE is equal to ATE. The causal effects that can be estimated,
however, are not limited to just the ATE. Effects for either the treated or the untreated
groups can also be estimated.
The average treatment effect on the treated (ATT), also referred to as the
treatment-on-the-treated (TOT) effect (Reichardt, 2019) is the estimate of the average
treatment effect taken only from individuals who received treatment:
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌(1) − 𝑌𝑌(0)|𝑇𝑇 = 1}

(2.4)

In contrast, the average treatment effect on the untreated (ATU) is the estimate of
the ATE from individuals who did not receive treatment:
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌(1) − 𝑌𝑌(0)|𝑇𝑇 = 0}.

(2.5)

Considered together, the ATE can be thought of as a “weighted combination” of the ATT
and the ATU (Reichardt, 2019).
Assignment mechanism and randomization. Since a causal effect cannot be
measured for each individual or group at the same time, the fundamental problem of
causal inference is, in essence, an issue of missing data—one potential outcome will
always be unobservable (i.e., missing; Rubin, 2005; Shadish, 2010). The observed
potential outcome can be denoted
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𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 ) = �

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0)
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1)

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 0,
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 1,

(2.6)

where 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 represents treatment assignment, 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 0 if the unit is assigned to control, and
𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 1 if the unit is assigned to treatment. In contrast, the unobserved potential

outcome is denoted

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1 − 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 ) = �

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1) 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 0,
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0) 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 1.

(2.7)

The relations in Equations 2.6 and 2.7 can be rewritten in terms of the observed and
missing outcomes:
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0) = �

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 1,
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 0,

and

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1) = �

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 0,
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 1.

(2.8)

A potential method to estimate the causal effect is by creating two equal groups—
their only difference being exposure to treatment—to compare their observed outcomes.
Obtaining equal groups in the sense of a perfect unit-to-unit match across groups,
however, is highly un-probable. Instead, groups that are “probabilistically similar to each
other on the average” (p. 13) can be created, and the assignment to group can be
accounted for by the assignment mechanism (Shadish et al., 2002). The assignment
mechanism, or the process through which individuals are assigned to treatment groups,
determines which potential outcomes are observed and which ones are missing (Imbens
& Rubin, 2015; Rubin, 1976, 1977). Groups can either be given a treatment, an
alternative treatment, or serve as a control group (i.e., the absence of a treatment).
Randomization, where each individual unit in the experiment has an equal
probability (or chance) of being assigned to either treatment group, is an oft selected
method to obtain an unbiased estimate of the ATE (Rosenbaum, 1995; Shadish et al.,
2002). Although there are other assignment mechanisms, this project will focus on
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randomization as a direct contrast to the regression discontinuity design assignment
mechanism. At the unit level, randomization allows one of the two potential outcomes to
be missing completely at random (Rubin, 2004; Shadish, 2010). Rubin (2004) posits that
statistically and intuitively, the missingness of the counterfactuals should not affect the
observable group means, thereby lending credence to an unbiased ATE estimand.
Assumptions
In order to make causal inferences, assumptions are vital to consider as they
provide the connection between unobserved counterfactuals to observed estimands
(Keele, 2015b). As Rubin (2005) asserts, “nothing is wrong with making assumptions;
causal inference is impossible without making assumptions, and they are the strands that
link statistics to science.” (p. 324). Thus, this next section explores major assumptions of
the RCM.
Independence Assumption (IA). The independence assumption (IA) deals with
the fact that the counterfactuals cannot be estimated, thus leading to an identification
problem (Keele, 2015a). A parameter is identified when, under a certain set of
assumptions, the causal effect can be consistently estimated. This implies that the causal
and noncausal components can be separated and the noncausal components removed
from the observed effect (Keele, 2015b; Pearl, 1995). The IA states that the assignment
status is independent of, or unrelated to, the potential outcomes:
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1), 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0) ⫫ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖

Considering only the treatment condition 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 1, the expectation of the observed

outcome, assuming independence holds, is the expectation of the potential outcome:
𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 |𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 1} = 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0) + 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 (𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1) − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0)|𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 1}

(2.9)
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= 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1)|𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 1}

(2.10)

= 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1)}

where the final step is based on the IA. Following this logic, 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 |𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 0} = 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0)}.

Therefore,

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1) − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0)}

= 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1)} − 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0)}

(2.11)

= 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 |𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 1} − 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 |𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 0},

or, the expected value of the counterfactuals is equal to the conditional expectations of
the observed outcomes on treatment assignment (Keele, 2015a). The most common way
to ensure this assumption is met is by randomly assigning participants to treatment group
(Holland, 1986).
Stable-Unit-Treatment-Value Assumption. The stable-unit-treatment-value
assumption (SUTVA) is another foundational assumption of RCM. At its core, the
SUTVA assumes that the true causal effect is not affected by whether or how researchers
try to study the effect and that there is only one potential outcome for each individual
under each treatment assignment condition (Rubin, 2005). Formalized by Rubin (1980),
the SUTVA has two main components: 1) no interference between units and 2) no hidden
variations of treatment.
The first component assumes that the effect of treatment on individual i is going
to be the same regardless of what treatment the other units receive. For example, if
Student A is assigned to a reading intervention, the effect of the reading intervention is
not dependent on whether or not Student B also receives the intervention. Suppose, for
example, that the reading intervention takes an hour to complete, and the researcher only
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has two hours to conduct the study. If Student A takes an hour and a half to finish,
Student B’s intervention time is reduced, thus affecting their outcome. This is an example
of the assumption not holding.
The second component is that the outcome value for individual i who received
treatment will be the same, regardless of the assignment mechanism. For example, if a
researcher were studying the effects of a teaching strategy, the outcomes for students who
are exposed to the teaching strategy would be the same whether they were assigned to
receive the strategy through random assignment or whether the researcher conducted an
observational study. As an example, suppose researchers are interested in the effects of a
nutrition course for healthy eating habits. SUTVA would be violated if study participants
were allowed to self-select into the treatment group (rather than being randomly
assigned) because they were naturally more motivated to complete treatment.
Causal Mediation Analysis
Observing favorable outcomes does not automatically allow researchers to infer
why or how the treatment works. Given the complexity of human behavior, identifying a
cause and effect sequence in human behavior is not enough to test competing theories or
treatments. Instead, examining alternative hypotheses may require identifying and testing
for the presence of intervening variables between the cause and effect. For example, the
“Pygmalion” effect is a phenomenon where expectations influence achievement
(Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968)—teachers’ expectancies of their students’ competence in a
given subject area (cause) impact students’ actual learning outcomes (effect). Solely
measuring teachers’ expectancies and students’ outcomes, however, does not explain why
the Pygmalion effect occurs. To explore a hypothesis for why the Pygmalion effect is
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observed, Friedrich et al. (2015) focused on the Pygmalion effect for math achievement.
Instead of a direct effect of teachers’ expectations on math achievement, they found that
teachers’ expectations of their students’ math competence had an impact on their
students’ self-confidence in math, which in turn predicted students’ math test scores. In
this example, students’ level of self-confidence acts as an intervening variable.
The intervening variable is often referred to as the intermediate, third, or mediator
variable to specify that they come between two other variables. Statistical mediation
analysis serves as a tool to examine indirect effects (i.e., one variable’s effect on another
through mediator variables) within a causal sequence and seeks to answer questions of
“why” or “how” observed outcomes occur. The concept of mediation has been around for
a while, but Wright (1920), in considering guinea pig heritability, is credited as the first
to publish on indirect effects of variables. Statistical mediation analysis was introduced to
the social sciences by Hyman (1955) and Lazarsfeld (1955) who presented a series of
statistical tests to detect a third variable effect. Alwin and Hauser (1975) then
demonstrated the decomposition of these statistical tests into the direct and indirect
effects. Since then, there have been a number of approaches to best detect and quantify a
mediated effect (e.g., Aroian, 1944; Bobko & Rieck, 1980; Clogg et al., 1992; Freedman
& Schatzkin, 1991; MacKinnon et al., 2004; Olkin & Finn, 1995; Sobel, 1982). Work by
James and Brett (1984), Baron and Kenny (1986), and Judd and Kenny (1981)
established the groundwork for statistical mediation analysis specifically in psychology
and evaluation (MacKinnon & Valente, 2019).
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Potential Outcomes Framework for Causal Mediation
Although mediation for both the counterfactual-based (or potential outcomes
framework; Robins & Greenland, 1992) and the regression approaches (or traditional
framework; MacKinnon & Dwyer, 1993) are theoretically both causal in nature and were
introduced early on, some recent developments in the mediation literature reveals
researchers making a clearer distinction between two major “camps” of mediation
analysis—the traditional framework (e.g., Cole & Maxwell, 2003; Hayes & Scharkow,
2013; MacKinnon, 2008; MacKinnon et al., 2002; Mallinckrodt et al., 2006; Preacher &
Hayes, 2008; Shrout & Bolger, 2002) versus the potential outcomes framework (e.g.,
Imai, Keele, & Tingley, 2010; Pearl, 2001; VanderWeele, 2015; VanderWeele &
Vansteelandt, 2009; Valeri & VanderWeele, 2013). The potential outcomes framework
for mediation will be used for this project.
Key Components
The potential outcomes framework for causal mediation is derived from the
general potential outcomes model, with the addition of the mediator variable M. By
definition, the mediator is temporally ordered between the treatment and outcome
variables X and Y, respectively. Therefore, the minimal requirement for a variable to be a
mediator is that the treatment variable must cause the mediator, and the mediator must
cause the outcome (Imai, Keele, & Yamamoto, 2010). The first notation is the averagelevel potential outcomes for Y including the mediating variable, denoted
𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡, 𝑚𝑚)}

or

𝐸𝐸�𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �𝑡𝑡, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡)��

(2.12)

for each treatment status t = 0, 1. For 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡, 𝑚𝑚)}, the expected value for the potential

outcomes is a function of a direct effect of the treatment on Y (expressed by the first t),
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and the indirect effect of treatment on Y through M (represented by the m). In this first
notation, the mediator value is held at a constant value. If the mediator were allowed to
vary, the 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) in the second function represents the potential for the mediator to be

affected by treatment status.

For either 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡, 𝑚𝑚)} or 𝐸𝐸�𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �𝑡𝑡, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡)��, the t value can either be 1 (t = 1 for

treatment) or 0 (t = 0 for control). The mediator can either be fixed to a constant, m, or
vary as a function of treatment, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡). Using these variations for T and M to form

different combinations, the controlled direct effect (CDE), pure natural direct effect
(PNDE), total natural direct effect (TNDE), pure natural indirect effect (PNIE), and total
natural indirect effect (TNIE) will be defined.
Direct Effects. If the mediator is fixed at a certain level in the population, then
the effect of treatment on Y is the controlled direct effect (CDE):
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1, 𝑚𝑚) − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0, 𝑚𝑚)}

(2.13)

‘Controlled’ is used to denote that the mediator value is controlled or set at m. Since m is
held constant, the only effect left to examine is treatment on Y.
In contrast, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) would be used if M were recorded as it naturally occurs under

different levels of treatment to estimate the effect of treatment on Y, giving us the natural
direct effect (NDE):
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 𝐸𝐸�𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �1, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡)� − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �0, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡)��

If the mediator is allowed to be a naturally occurring observed level under different
levels of T, the NDE is estimated (think natural = uncontrolled). Using the NDE as a
starting point, the t in 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) can either be equal to 0 or 1: 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (0) is the value of M that

occurs under t = 0, while 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (1) is the value of M for participants in the treatment
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condition (t = 1). Considering the expectation for T to influence M in some way, there
will be a number of combinations of the potential outcomes 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡)) that are

impossible to observe—counterfactuals. The counterfactuals will be represented with
bold text (following MacKinnon et al. (2020)’s example).
First, consider 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (0). If 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (0) is present in both cases, then T is left to vary,

giving us the pure natural direct effect (PNDE):

(2.14)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝐸𝐸�𝒀𝒀𝒊𝒊 �𝟏𝟏, 𝑴𝑴𝒊𝒊 (𝟎𝟎)� − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �0, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (0)��.

The PNDE is the effect of T on Y if T had no effect or influence on M. Focusing on the
bold text, it would be impossible to observe how the mediator would be affected under
the control group if the participant were actually in the treatment group.
The total natural direct effect, TNDE, considering 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (1), would be the opposite:

(2.15)

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝐸𝐸�𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �1, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (1)� − 𝒀𝒀𝒊𝒊 �𝟎𝟎, 𝑴𝑴𝒊𝒊 (𝟏𝟏)��.

TNDE is the effect of treatment on Y when M is held at the value for participants
assigned to the mediator level under t = 1.
Indirect Effects. Indirect effects are also known as causal mediation effects
(e.g., Imai, Keele, & Yamamoto, 2010) or natural indirect effects (e.g., Pearl, 2001). In
the previous section, levels of T switched, while 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) levels were held constant. Next,
the cases where 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡) switches while T is fixed are parsed. The average causal
mediation effect (ACME) for t = 0, 1 is:

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝐸𝐸�𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �𝑡𝑡, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (1)� − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �𝑡𝑡, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (0)��

(2.16)

which Imai, Keele, and Yamamoto (2010) states is the focus for identification and
inference. A distinction of effects can be made for different values of T. First, the pure
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natural indirect effect (PNIE) is the effect of T on Y due to a change in M under the
control condition:
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝐸𝐸�𝒀𝒀𝒊𝒊 �𝟎𝟎, 𝑴𝑴𝒊𝒊 (𝟏𝟏)� − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �0, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (0)��.

(2.17)

The total natural indirect effect (TNIE), is the effect of T on Y due to a change in
M under the treatment condition:
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝐸𝐸�𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �1, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (1)� − 𝒀𝒀𝒊𝒊 �𝟏𝟏, 𝑴𝑴𝒊𝒊 (𝟎𝟎)��.

(2.18)

Total Effect. The total effect (TE) is equal to the PNDE plus the TNIE, which is
equal to PNIE plus TNDE:
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 + 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
= 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 + 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇.

(2.19)

Using the equations for PNDE and TNIE:

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝐸𝐸�𝒀𝒀𝒊𝒊 �𝟏𝟏, 𝑴𝑴𝒊𝒊 (𝟎𝟎)� − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �0, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (0)�� + 𝐸𝐸�𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �1, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (1)� − 𝒀𝒀𝒊𝒊 �𝟏𝟏, 𝑴𝑴𝒊𝒊 (𝟎𝟎)��
= 𝐸𝐸�𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �1, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (1)� − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �0, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (0)��.

(2.20)

The same is true using PNIE and TNDE:

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝐸𝐸�𝒀𝒀𝒊𝒊 �𝟎𝟎, 𝑴𝑴𝒊𝒊 (𝟏𝟏)� − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �0, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (0)�� + 𝐸𝐸�𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �1, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (1)� − 𝒀𝒀𝒊𝒊 �𝟎𝟎, 𝑴𝑴𝒊𝒊 (𝟏𝟏)��
= 𝐸𝐸�𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �1, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (1)� − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 �0, 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (0)��.

(2.21)

In Equation 2.20, the 𝒀𝒀𝒊𝒊 �𝟏𝟏, 𝑴𝑴𝒊𝒊 (𝟎𝟎)� terms cancel each other out, and in Equation 2.21, the

𝒀𝒀𝒊𝒊 �𝟎𝟎, 𝑴𝑴𝒊𝒊 (𝟏𝟏)� terms cancel. The total effect is the estimate of the effect of T on Y, holding
M constant.

Statistical Analyses
Analyses for estimating direct and indirect effects in the potential outcomes
framework for mediation can be conducted using either an analytical or a simulationbased approach (Rijnhart et al., 2017; VanderWeele, 2015). Effect estimates under the
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traditional and potential outcomes frameworks are mathematically equivalent when the
mediator and outcome are both continuous, which is the focus of this dissertation
(Rijnhart, 2017). The traditional mediation analysis framework involves a system of
linear regression equations (MacKinnon, 2008). A total effect model, as depicted in
Figure 2.1, is the effect of treatment manipulation (T) on the outcome variable (Y),
without accounting for any intermediate variables. For a continuous outcome Y, the
regression equation used to represent this model is:
𝑌𝑌 = 𝑖𝑖0𝑌𝑌,1 + 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 + 𝑒𝑒𝑌𝑌,1

(2.22)

where 𝑖𝑖0𝑌𝑌,1 is the intercept; 𝑐𝑐 is the coefficient representing the relation between T and Y,
and 𝑒𝑒𝑌𝑌,1 is the residual term.

Figure 2.1 Total effect model path diagram

With a mediator variable (as shown in Figure 2.2), given a continuous mediator
and a continuous outcome, the corresponding regression equations are:
𝑀𝑀 = 𝑖𝑖0𝑀𝑀 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑒𝑒𝑀𝑀

𝑌𝑌 = 𝑖𝑖0𝑌𝑌,2 + 𝑐𝑐′𝑇𝑇 + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 + ℎ𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 + 𝑒𝑒𝑌𝑌,2

(2.23)
(2.24)
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where 𝑖𝑖0𝑀𝑀 and 𝑖𝑖0𝑌𝑌,2 are the intercepts; 𝑒𝑒𝑀𝑀 and 𝑒𝑒𝑌𝑌,2 are the residuals; 𝑎𝑎 is the regression
coefficient for the relation between T and M; the 𝑏𝑏 coefficient represents the relation
between M and Y, conditioned on T; and 𝑐𝑐′ is the coefficient for the effect of T on Y,

adjusted for M. The ℎ coefficient is specified in the presence of a T and M interaction,
where the strength of the M effect on Y (coefficient b) is modified by treatment

assignment, so if there is no treatment-mediator interaction, h = 0 and the ℎ𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 term is
canceled out (MacKinnon et al., 2020).

Figure 2.2 Single mediator model with a treatment-mediator interaction

The link between the traditional approach to the potential outcomes framework is
the h path that estimates the treatment-mediator interaction. MacKinnon et al. (2020)
demonstrate how this interaction connects the two frameworks. Therefore, the
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coefficients can be used to estimate the direct and indirect effects from the counterfactual
perspective where
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑐𝑐

(2.25)

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = (𝑐𝑐′ + ℎ𝑖𝑖0𝑀𝑀 + 𝑎𝑎ℎ𝑇𝑇 ∗ )(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇 ∗ )

(2.27)

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑐𝑐 ′ + ℎ𝑖𝑖0𝑀𝑀 + 𝑎𝑎ℎ

(2.29)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

(2.31)

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑚𝑚) = (𝑐𝑐′ + ℎ𝑚𝑚)(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇 ∗ )

(2.26)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑐𝑐 ′ + ℎ𝑖𝑖0𝑀𝑀

(2.28)

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = (𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑎𝑎ℎ𝑇𝑇)(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇 ∗ )

(2.30)

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑎𝑎ℎ.

(2.32)

With a binary treatment assignment variable, 𝑇𝑇 = 1 and 𝑇𝑇 ∗ = 0.
Assumptions

An important focus in causal mediation analysis is identification and inference;
without them, researchers would not be able to make correct causal interpretations. The
counterfactuals integrated into each of the effects listed above create an identification
issue. Since counterfactuals are unobservable, the effects are technically unmeasurable.
Therefore, researchers need to make assumptions to connect the counterfactual quantity
to a value that can be measured with the data.
Nonparametric Identification Assumptions. The potential outcomes framework
for mediation depends on nonparametric identification of the ACME. Nonparametric
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identification refers to the consistent estimation of ACME without making any
assumptions about its distribution or functional form (Imai, Keele, & Tingley, 2010). The
three main reasons for the importance of nonparametric identification are: 1) ATE
estimation is not restricted to parametric models and is instead extended to nonparametric
models, 2) weaker assumptions regarding functional form and underlying distribution of
the observed data may be used, and 3) the role of the sequential ignorability assumption
becomes a primary factor (Imai, Keele, & Tingley, 2010). Considering all the different
causal effects that can be estimated with mediation analysis, the total effect will be
nonparametrically identified with randomization and SUTVA (Keele, 2015b), but other
assumptions are required to identify the indirect and direct effects. The sequential
ignorability assumption allows the indirect and direct effects to be nonparametrically
identified (Imai, Keele, & Yamamoto, 2010). Imai, Keele, and Yamamoto (2010), the
indirect and direct effects can be nonparametrically identified under the sequential
ignorability assumption.
Sequential Ignorability Assumption. The sequential ignorability assumption is so
named because it involves two ignorability assumptions made sequentially and is defined
as:
{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡 ′ , 𝑚𝑚), 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡)} ⫫ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 |𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥,

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡 ′ , 𝑚𝑚) ⫫ 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 (𝑡𝑡)|𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 𝑡𝑡, 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥

(2.33)
(2.34)

where 0 < Pr(𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 𝑡𝑡|𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥) and 0 < 𝑝𝑝(𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 = 𝑚𝑚|𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 𝑡𝑡, 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥) for 𝑡𝑡 = 0, 1, and 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖

represents a vector of observed pretreatment confounders for unit i. To be clear that the
effect of a treatment (T) is being assessed, X will be used to denote a covariate instead of
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its common usage as an independent variable. Keele (2015b) uses a mediation “triangle”
diagram (Figure 2.2) to explain sequential ignorability, where U denotes an unobserved
covariate.

Figure 2.3 Sequential ignorability assumption met, conditional on X

Figure 2.4 Sequential ignorability assumption violated, U is unobserved

The first part of the sequential ignorability assumption is that, given
pretreatment covariates, or confounders, the treatment is assumed to be ignorable.
Ignorable means that assignment to treatment is statistically independent of potential
outcomes and potential mediators (Imai, Keele, & Tingley, 2010). This aligns with the
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independence assumption made in the potential outcomes framework and allows the total
effect to be identified. Using Figure 2.3 and 2.4, since there are no unobserved or
observed causes of T (i.e., no arrows pointing to the T node), this assumption piece is
met. With randomization, this assumption is satisfied because participants are randomly
assigned to the treatment and control conditions (or treatment and alternative treatment
conditions), thus effectively ruling out pretreatment confounder effects. This assumption
may not necessarily be met, however, in observational studies or in studies where
participants are allowed to self-select into treatment groups (i.e., quasi-experimental
studies; Imai, Keele, & Tingley, 2010). A potential way around this limitation for
observational studies is to collect confounder variable data to make necessary
adjustments.
The second part of the assumption is not as easily satisfied but is necessary for
identifying the indirect and direct effects as it assumes the ignorability of the mediator
variable given the observed value of the treatment and the pretreatment covariates. This
second piece assumes that all pretreatment confounders are observable, measured, and
accounted for. Furthermore, the ignorability of the mediator is conditioned on
pretreatment variables, which ignores the effect of any posttreatment confounders that
may also be observed (Imai, Keele, & Tingley, 2010). Figure 2.3 satisfies the sequential
ignorability assumption if X is conditioned on. In contrast, since the confounder for M
and Y is unobservable, the assumption does not hold, and the indirect and direct effects
are not identified (see Figure 2.4). The second part of the sequential ignorability
assumption is a very strong assumption, meaning it is not directly testable with the
observed data. There is always the possibility of unobserved confounding variables, even
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after conditioning on T and X. Sensitivity analyses are recommended to determine
robustness to sequential ignorability assumption violations (Imai, Keele, & Yamamoto,
2010; Imai, Keele, & Tingley, 2010).
Confounding Control Assumptions. VanderWeele (2015) frames the
nonparametric identification assumption in terms of confounding. Essentially these
assumptions align with the sequential ignorability assumption but are broken into four
separate assumptions. Figure 2.5 helps illustrate each of the assumption pieces. To
estimate the controlled direct effects, specifically, the assumptions are that confounding
variables of the: 1) treatment-outcome relationship (𝐶𝐶1 in Figure 2.5) and 2) mediatoroutcome relationship (𝐶𝐶2 ) are all measured and adjusted for. To identify direct and

indirect effects, both assumptions prior must be met, plus: 3) confounding variables of the
treatment-mediator relationship (𝐶𝐶3 ) are all measured and adjusted for and 4) any

mediator-outcome confounders are not affected by exposure to treatment (denoted by the
dashed arrow from T to 𝐶𝐶2 in Figure 2.5). Confounding control assumptions 1 and 3 align

with the first part of the sequential ignorability assumption, and assumptions 2 and 4
align with the second part.
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Figure 2.5 Confounding control assumptions diagram

Measurement Assumptions. In addition to identification assumptions, there are a
number of other assumptions that must be met to make causal inferences. First, it is
assumed that the variables of interest are measured without error. This is of particular
concern in human research with the reality of measurement error (Hoyle & Kenny, 1999).
Ensuring the use of valid and reliable measures are one solution to addressing this
assumption. Another approach is to specify measurement error in the statistical model
(MacKinnon, 2008). The next assumption is that the variables are measured with the
correct timing and that temporal precedence is maintained. In order for a causal relation
to be inferred, T must come before M, and M must precede Y.
Sensitivity Analysis. Due to the nonrefutable nature of the second part of the
sequential ignorability assumption, sensitivity analysis can be used as a method for
quantifying “the degree to which the key identification assumption must be violated for a
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researcher’s original conclusion to be reversed” (Imai, Keele, & Tingley, 2010, p. 7). A
sensitivity analysis based on 𝜌𝜌, where

𝜌𝜌 = Corr(𝑒𝑒𝑀𝑀 , 𝑒𝑒𝑌𝑌,2 )

(2.35)

is the correlation between error in the mediation model, 𝑒𝑒𝑀𝑀 , and error for the outcome

model, 𝑒𝑒𝑌𝑌,2 , can be used to test robustness against assumption violations. If sequential

ignorability assumption holds, 𝜌𝜌 = 0, whereas 𝜌𝜌 ≠ 0 denotes the degree of assumption
violation.

Regression Discontinuity Designs
The second element of this study is the regression discontinuity design (RDD). In
theory, randomized experiments are often considered the paragon for making causal
inferences. In practice, however, uncontrolled circumstances (e.g., attrition,
noncompliance, selection differences) may affect the quality, inference, or validity of
estimates drawn from randomized experiments. Instead of salvaging results from a
tainted randomized experiment, planning a quasi-experiment can sometimes be the better
option. Lack of randomization does not automatically result in the sheer impossibility of
inferring causation. Rather, careful assumptions and design elements are contrived so
researchers can still draw causal inferences despite the absence of randomization
(Shadish & Cook, 1999).
The first article on RDD was published by Thistlethwaite and Campbell (1960),
who defined RDD as a quasi-experimental design where assignment to treatment groups
is based solely on a cutoff score on a measured variable. Participants who fall on one side
of the cutoff receive treatment, while participants on the other side receive another
treatment (i.e., alternative treatment) or no treatment at all (i.e., a control group). Figure
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2.6 depicts a simulated example of a simple RDD. The line on the left side shows the
regression line for the group receiving an intervention treatment, while the right side is
the estimated regression line for participants in the control group. When the treatment
group is expected to produce increased magnitude in the outcome variable, graphing the
regression line for the dependent variable on the assignment variable will result in a steplike discontinuity at the cutoff score—from which the name “regression discontinuity” is
derived.

Figure 2.6 Example of a Simple RDD with a Positive Treatment Effect

Using the potential outcomes notation, let 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0) be the outcome without exposure to
treatment, and let 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1) be the outcome given exposure to treatment. The observed

outcome for RDD can be denoted
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𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 = (1 − 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 )𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0) + 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1) = �

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0)
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1)

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 0,
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 1

(2.36)

where 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 ∈ {0, 1} is the dummy variable that denotes assignment to treatment for unit i.
𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 0 represents unit i was not exposed to treatment, while 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 1 represents exposure

(Imbens & Lemieux, 2008).
RDD Strengths

In addition to allotting resources for those with the most need/merit, RDD has
been shown to be the strongest quasi-experimental design for causal inference and second
to the randomized experimental design (Shadish et al., 2002). The leading reasons for the
RDD as the strongest contender to RCT is that selection bias is largely eliminated and
that there is randomization near a cutoff score (Campbell & Stanley, 1963; Cook, 2008).
Selection Bias. RDD is robust against most threats to internal validity largely due
to strict assignment of condition using a cutoff score. Since assignment to condition is
controlled, measurable, and known, selection bias is largely eliminated, and it is rare to
observe a plausible external variable that can cause a sudden discontinuity in the
regression line at the cutoff point (Shadish et al., 2002). The use of a cutoff score allows
treatment assignment to be completely known. Regressing the outcome on the assignment
variable allows analysts to determine the functional relationship between the two
variables (Cook, 2008). Additionally, history and maturation threats are also reduced as
those threats would require an event or maturation patterns outside of the study to cause a
discontinuity at the exact cutoff score.
Randomization Near the Cutoff Score. The second rationale, on which
Campbell and Stanley (1963) place a heavier emphasis, is that RDD acts similarly to a
randomized design right around the cutoff point, implying that the treatment and control
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group means and slopes can be compared. For example, suppose average ACT score was
selected as the cutoff score. The difference between a student with an ACT score of 16
and a student with a score of 17 is probably not very large. This rationale was originally
conceptualized as a “tie breaking experiment” where the biggest determinant of treatment
assignment was chance alone (Cook, 2008, p. 638). Thus, randomized designs and the
RDD share a special characteristic—they can both yield unbiased estimates of the ATE
(Rosenbaum, 1995; Shadish et al., 2002). Furthermore, assignment to condition in RDDs
contain no measurement error because the cutoff variable is not being used to measure a
latent construct. Thus, there is no pretest error. As such, the error in predicting posttest
scores using pretest scores are minimized through ordinary least squares regression
(Cappelleri et al., 1991; Trochim et al., 1991).
Key Components
Quantitative Assignment Variable. The defining feature of RDDs is the use of a
cutoff score to assign treatment. The cutoff score is selected from a measured variable,
referred to as the quantitative assignment variable (QAV), which must meet a number of
criteria. First, the QAV cannot be caused by the treatment—it must either be measured
before treatment administration (e.g., a pre-test) or be a time-invariant variable (e.g., birth
date; Shadish et al., 2002). The QAV may be selected based on a measure related to, but
not caused by, the study outcome (e.g., participant need or merit) or be completely
unrelated (e.g., arrival order). Finally, the optimal QAV is continuous—at the very least,
it should be ordinal but never truly nominal. Since RDDs operate on regression, a
regression line cannot be fit for a dichotomous or nominal variable.
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Cutoff Score Selection. After the QAV is selected, a cutoff score2.1 must then be
determined. The cutoff score can be selected on non-substantive grounds, such as what
resources are available (Cappelleri & Trochim, 2015). If there are only enough resources
for 20 students to receive an intervention, then the cutoff can be made at the point where
20 students fall on one side and the rest of the students fall on the other. In contrast,
cutoff score selection can also be made on substantive grounds (e.g., professional
opinion; Cappelleri & Trochim, 2015; Shadish et al., 2002) and selected to have a high
correlation with the outcome measure (Reichardt, 2019). For example, Aiken et al. (1998)
implemented RDD in a remedial English class evaluation where the cutoff scores were
selected based on expert opinion. Students with scores 16 or below on the ACT English
section or 380 or below on the SAT Verbal section were slotted into the remedial classes.
Group mean is another option for cutoff score selection. Students who fall on one
side of the average score are assigned to treatment, and students on the other side receive
another treatment. Using the mean facilitates power and prevents incorporation of scores
that are too extreme (high or low). Using extreme scores as a cutoff score may inhibit a
regression line to be fit on the more extreme side of the cutoff (i.e., where there are fewer
participants). For example, if only one score falls on the left side of the cutoff due to the
cutoff being at the 2nd percentile, a regression line cannot be fit. Additionally, having too
few points on one side of the cutoff reduces power, as the number of observations for that
condition are small (Cappelleri et al., 1994). A situation where the mean cannot be used,
however, is if participants “trickle” in. A certain mean would only hold true for the group
at a certain point in time and would exclude participants who have yet to join the study.
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More complex strategies can also be employed for cutoff score selection. Instead
of using a single QAV, multiple QAVs can be used simultaneously—participants’ total
score on all the QAVs can be used to determine group assignment. For example, students
can be given multiple pretests, and their average score for all the pretests can be
compared to the cutoff score. A similar approach is to select cutoff scores for each QAV
instead of averaging or combining the scores. A specific number of indices to be met is
then determined to decide assignment to treatment (e.g., 5 out of 10 QAVs make the
cutoff, or all of the cutoffs are met; Cappelleri & Trochim, 2015; Wong et al., 2013).
Adherence to Assignment Rule. In practice, assignment to treatment can
manifest in two general ways—either treatment administrators adhere strictly to the
cutoff (sharp RDD) or use the cutoff score as a rule-of-thumb, assigning treatment to
participants who merely fall “near” the cutoff score (fuzzy RDD; Trochim, 1984; 2001).
Due to the scope of this project, only the sharp RDD will be considered. The fuzzy RDD
is presented briefly, however, to help better illustrate the nature of the sharp RDD.
Fuzzy RDD. The more laxed design is the fuzzy RDD, because assignment to
treatment is not as strict around the cutoff score; there may be some ‘misassignment’
where treatment administrators may decide to assign treatment if participant scores are
‘near’ the cutoff. Being near the cutoff score increases the probability of being assigned
to the treatment group. For example, if the cutoff score is 70% on the pretest, students
achieving as low as 68% may also be considered to receive treatment.
Sharp RDD. In contrast, when administrators adhere strictly to the cutoff score
and make no exceptions for who should receive treatment, this is known as the sharp
RDD. At the cutoff score, the conditional probability of receiving treatment,
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Pr(𝑊𝑊 = 1|𝑄𝑄 = 𝑐𝑐), jumps from 0 to 1. For example, if the cutoff score is 70% on the
pretest, students achieving any score less than 70% will not be given treatment.

Assignment to treatment is represented by the following deterministic function:
𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 1{𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖 ≥ 𝑐𝑐}.

(2.37)

Participants with a QAV value (𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖 ) of at least c (cutoff score) are assigned to receive

treatment, while participants with a QAV value less than c are assigned to the control
group, where 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 denotes treatment received. Here 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 is used as a covariate used as the

forcing variable.

Potential Outcomes Framework for RDD
The average causal effect of treatment is represented by 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1) − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0). The values

around the discontinuity, or cutoff point, are considered to represent the local average
causal treatment effect (LATE):

interpreted as

lim 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 |𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖 = 𝑞𝑞} − lim 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 |𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖 = 𝑞𝑞},

(2.38)

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1) − 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0)|𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖 = 𝑐𝑐}

(2.39)

𝑥𝑥↓𝑐𝑐

𝑥𝑥↑𝑐𝑐

where 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖 is the QAV value at c. The estimate of the treatment effect for RDD is the

difference between two regression functions at the cutoff point. In contrast to how the
ATE is estimated for randomized designs, the RDD is limited to the area around the
cutoff point. This is because only individuals on one side of the cutoff receive treatment,
while individuals on the other side do not. Thus, the estimate of the ATE for RDD will be
referred to as the LATE.
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Assumptions
Unconfoundedness Assumption. The unconfoundedness assumption states that
the potential outcomes for treatment and control are conditionally independent of
treatment reception given the covariates (𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 ):

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0), 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1) ⫫ 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 |𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖

(2.40)

This assumption is similar to the Independence Assumption and is often held as a strong
assumption because it implies that all relevant factors (including confounders) are
controlled for. With RDD, this assumption is “trivially” satisfied through the assignment
variable (Lee & Lemieux, 2010). With a sharp RDD, because there is no variation in
treatment on either side of the cutoff score, the assignment variable cannot be correlated
with any other variable (Imbens & Lemieux, 2008).
Overlap Assumption. The overlap assumption (Imbens & Lemieux, 2008)
assumes there are units in both the treatment and control groups for all values of the
covariate 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 :

0 < Pr(𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 1|𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥) < 1.

(2.41)

As an example, Figure 2.7 illustrates a scatterplot for data that would meet this
assumption. Units in the treatment (1) and control (0) groups are evenly distributed across
all values of X. Given the nature of RDD, 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 is the QAV, which is used to assign

treatment so there is no overlap. This is illustrated in Figure 2.8—with a cutoff score of X
= 0, all values X < 0 are assigned to control, and all values X ≥ 0 are assigned to
treatment. Therefore, the overlap assumption is violated.
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Figure 2.7 Example of Meeting the Overlap Assumption

Figure 2.8 Example of Violating the Overlap Assumption
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Continuity Assumptions. Extrapolation then is necessary to estimate the average
causal effect. Although the point for minimal extrapolation is at the cutoff score, no units
on 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 = 𝑐𝑐 would produce 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0). Therefore, the next assumption that is made is the

continuity of conditional regression functions assumption—a smoothness assumption:
𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (0)|𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥}

and 𝐸𝐸{𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 (1)|𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 = 𝑥𝑥}

(2.42)

are both continuous in x. In more general sense, this assumption can be framed in terms
of conditional distribution functions (continuity of conditional distribution functions
assumption), where

are continuous in x for all y.

𝐹𝐹𝑌𝑌(0)|𝑋𝑋 (𝑦𝑦|𝑥𝑥) and 𝐹𝐹𝑌𝑌(1)|𝑋𝑋 (𝑦𝑦|𝑥𝑥)

(2.43)

After the initial analyses are run, additional specification tests can be used to
assess the robustness of the results. A set of these tests concern other covariates that may
have an effect on the outcome. These additional tests include, but are not limited to,
looking for possible jumps in other covariates at the cutoff point or testing different
bandwidth values with and without other covariates. Another set of tests deal with the
QAV. The conditional density of the QAV can be tested to look for potential
discontinuities, or values of the QAV other than the selected cutoff score can be checked
for discontinuities (Lee & Lemieux, 2010).
Additional Assumptions. Additionally, Cappelleri and Trochim (2015) articulate
a set of assumptions for parametric RDD analysis. First, participants must adhere to their
assigned condition (in the case of a sharp RD). Lack of adherence could lead to selection
bias, further resulting in bias in the estimate of treatment effects. Second, the correct
functional form (e.g., linear, polynomial, logarithmic) of the pre-post distribution must be
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specified. Third, there must be sufficient variability in the comparison group (either
control or alternative treatment) to estimate the pre-post regression line. Fourth, the
pretest measure for both groups must be continuous; the assignment variable must be
measured on a continuous scale (Hahn et al., 2001). Fifth, for participants in the treatment
group, treatment must be administered in the same way. The treatment administration
within the group cannot be different. For example, if children within the treatment group
have lower pretest scores, they must all receive the same amount of treatment. A child
with lower pretest scores cannot receive a higher dosage of treatment than a child with
higher pretest scores. This is equivalent to the second SUTVA component—no hidden
variations of treatment.
Statistical Analyses
Regression Estimation. A simple approach to RDD estimation is to estimate
separate regression equations for both sides of the cutoff point. To the left-hand side of
the cutoff (𝑋𝑋 < 𝑐𝑐):

𝑌𝑌 = 𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙 + 𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙 (𝑋𝑋 − 𝑐𝑐) + 𝑒𝑒,

(2.47)

𝑌𝑌 = 𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 + 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟 (𝑋𝑋 − 𝑐𝑐) + 𝑒𝑒

(2.48)

and for the right-hand side (𝑋𝑋 ≥ 𝑐𝑐)

where 𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙 (∙) and 𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑟 (∙) represent the functional forms (e.g., linear, polynomial, natural log).

The cutoff value is subtracted from the covariate as a means of centering so the intercepts
will be at the cutoff point. This method is known as global regression.
Another approach is to estimate local regression (Hahn et al., 2001; Imbens &
Lemieux, 2008). The issue with this approach, however, is that the estimate of interest is
a single boundary point (i.e., the cutoff score), meaning standard regression approaches
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cannot be used (Imbens & Lemieux, 2008). Therefore, estimation analysis is expanded
slightly to scores around the cutoff within a small distance or “window” (i.e., within a
bandwidth). For visual conceptualization, a window around the cutoff is specified, and
scores within the window are kept for analysis. There are different types of kernels that
can be used to determine which scores are kept, but most often a rectangular kernel is
selected for efficiency (Imbens & Lemieux, 2008; Lee & Lemieux, 2010). Therefore, the
left-hand side regression model is
𝑌𝑌 = 𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙 + 𝛽𝛽𝑙𝑙 (𝑋𝑋 − 𝑐𝑐) + 𝑒𝑒,

where 𝑐𝑐 − ℎ ≤ 𝑋𝑋 < 𝑐𝑐

(2.49)

and the right-hand side regression model is

𝑌𝑌 = 𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 + 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 (𝑋𝑋 − 𝑐𝑐) + 𝑒𝑒,

where 𝑐𝑐 ≤ 𝑋𝑋 ≤ 𝑐𝑐 + ℎ.

(2.50)

A pooled regression model can also be estimated using

𝑌𝑌 = 𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙 + 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ⋅ 𝑇𝑇 + 𝛽𝛽𝑙𝑙 (𝑋𝑋 − 𝑐𝑐)
+(𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 − 𝛽𝛽𝑙𝑙 )𝑇𝑇(𝑋𝑋 − 𝑐𝑐) + 𝑒𝑒,

where 𝑐𝑐 − ℎ ≤ 𝑋𝑋 ≤ 𝑐𝑐 + ℎ.

(2.51)

Selecting either the global or local regression model for analysis depends in part on the
total sample size, as a local regression using a small overall sample size may not yield
much information (Reichardt, 2019).
Integrating Mediation and RDD
Causal Mediation in RCTs
The goal of this project is to understand the behavior of mediation analysis in
RDDs and establish its framework for making correct causal inferences. As has been
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exhumed in previous studies, RDDs are more similar to RCTs than many other quasiexperimental approaches (Lee & Lemieux, 2010). On the basis of these similarities,
RCTs provide a starting point for examining mediation in RDDs, as studies have already
been conducted to explore the topic of mediation in RCTs (e.g., Cerin, et al., 2006; Jo,
2008; Kraemer, 2014; Kraemer, 2016; Kraemer et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2019; Lynch et
al., 2008; VanderWeele et al., 2013; Vo et al., 2020).
One of the biggest problems in mediation analysis is violation of the sequential
ignorability assumption, especially in RCTs. Random assignment to treatment does not
also imply random assignment to the mediator variable. Lynch et al. (2008) hone in on
the issue of violating the sequential ignorability assumption. Not accounting for the
nonrandomized nature of the mediator may lead to biased estimates, especially with
unmeasured confounders. The authors compare the performance of the structural mean
model (SMM) to the principal stratification (PS) approach in estimating mediation effects
within a randomized experiment. The SMM approach is akin to the traditional
framework, while the PS approach comes from the potential outcomes framework. PS
forms principal strata (categories) based on all potential values for treatment by mediator
level combinations. Interaction assumptions were identified, including the no-interaction
and sequential ignorability assumptions, should be met for the SMM and PS to make
more robust and less biased estimates.
Jo (2008) addresses the issue of making causal inferences with mediation analysis
in randomized experiments by exploring how communication between two different
approaches can be bridged by the cross-model translation (CMT) approach. Specifically,
the structural equation modeling (SEM) and principal stratification (PS) approaches strive
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to answer the same types of questions, but researchers have been working on these
approaches without much collaboration or integration. The SEM approach represents the
traditional framework of mediation, using Equations 2.22-24 to estimate the direct and
indirect effects, and focuses more on testing data model fit rather than clarifying
assumptions for causal inference. The PS approach, on the other hand, places more of an
emphasis on clarifying assumptions and using sensitivity analyses to measure robustness
against assumption violations. The CMT approach bridges the differences between the
SEM and PS approaches by using the SEM approach to estimate PS parameters and using
the PS approach to estimate SEM parameters. This approach is possible because the
conceptualization and substantive meanings for both approaches are similar. The results
showed that models using both methods converged into the same model when making the
same identifying assumptions for both approaches. While SEM offered less flexibility in
which identifying assumptions should be selected (because the sequential ignorability
assumption is always required), PS offered more flexibility in assumption selection (Jo,
2008).
RDDs Versus RCTs
A strength of the RDD is randomization at the cutoff score, which allows
researchers to make causal inferences at and near the cutoff score, with conclusions
similar to what can be drawn from an RCT. The question is how wide or narrow the
window around the cutoff score should be in order to remain unbiased, considering
sample size as a trade-off (i.e., a narrower window means a smaller sample size). Green
et al. (2009) compare RDD estimates to experimental benchmarks to improve reliability
of RDD analysis. They note that model specification and bandwidth selection remain two
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sources of uncertainty. In comparison, RCTs contain less specification uncertainty
because there is no cut-point to divide the observations; where analysts have to specify
models for data on either side of the cutoff score in RDDs (i.e., potentially two different
models), only one model needs to be specified for RCTs.
Based on the assumption that a window of randomization exists around the cutoff,
Cattaneo et al. (2015) review conditions under which causal inferences for RDD are
comparable to RCTs and propose the randomization inference framework. Their
approach consists of first specifying a window around the cutoff, followed by applying
‘randomization inference tools’ (i.e., hypothesis testing, point estimates, confidence
interval construction). They offer this methodology to be paired with standard RDD
analysis approaches and for use as a robustness check.
Gleason et al. (2018) compare RDD estimates to RCT by using a synthetic withinstudy comparison (WSC) design. In a WSC, data from an RCT are generated to produce
a quasi-experimental data set so that the causal estimates can be compared. Therefore, a
synthetic RDD data set was generated from an existing RCT. A QAV and cutoff score
were selected, and observations in the treatment group below the cutoff score were
dropped while observations in the control group above the cutoff were dropped. Although
the synthetic RDD versus the RCT estimates were not statistically significantly different,
the results point to lower power issues in RDDs.
Causal Mediation in RDD
There is a gap in the literature concerning the integration of RDD and mediation.
Doss and Atkins (2006) propose tests of mediation within RDDs and interrupted time
series as alternative study designs when randomization to a no-treatment condition is not
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possible. Although their paper covers a variety of situations and considerations where a
no-treatment condition is not feasible, a specific framework and set of assumptions are
not specified for mediation analysis. An exploration of performance factors under varying
conditions is not provided. Kelcey and Cox (2017) derived a measure of power for
indirect effects in clustered RDDs. Although these two papers specifically discuss
indirect effects in RDDs, there lacks work towards a holistic consideration of nuances
when integrating mediation and RDDs.
Summary
In the previous section, the potential outcomes framework was delineated in
conjunction with how mediation analysis and RDDs are considered from within this
perspective. Based on the potential outcomes framework, various studies have examined
mediation analysis, RDDs, RCTs, mediation analysis in RCTs, and the relation between
RDDs and RCTs. Since causal inferences for RDDs are comparable to RCT estimates
around the cutoff score, mediation in RDD can draw from mediation in RCT work. Given
overlaps in assumptions and estimation methods, an integrated approach to mediation
analysis in RDDs can be explored.
Present Study
The purpose of this study is to define the assumptions necessary to establish
mediation in RDDs and draw the correct causal inferences, compare mediation in RDDs
to mediation in RCTs, and test the performance of mediation in RDDs under various
conditions. The research questions are as follows:
RQ1: What are the statistical assumptions to establish mediation in RDDs?
RQ2: How does mediation in RDDs differ in performance compared to mediation
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in RCTs?
RQ3: How will the behavior of mediation in RDD differ under varying conditions
(i.e., sample sizes, effect sizes, cutoff scores)?
Assumptions
Assumptions across RCTs, RDDs, and mediation analysis overlap in some areas
but require further delineation in others. The first step of the study is to integrate shared
assumptions and identify assumptions that are critical for causal inference concerning
mediation in RDDs. For example, RCTs and mediation analysis share the SUTVA while
it may need to be re-formulated for RDDs (e.g., Li et al., 2015). This step must be
established before the framework for statistical analyses can be established.
Estimation and Performance Factors
For estimating regression equations and causal effects, Equations 2.22 thru 2.32
will be used, where 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 = 1{𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖 ≥ 𝑐𝑐}. Performance factors to consider between mediation

in RCT versus in RDD include sample size, statistical power, Type I error, estimate bias,
effect size (of a and b paths), and cutoff scores for QAV. These factors will be tested in
the simulation phase of the study.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This study consisted of developing an integrated framework of assumptions for
both RDD and mediation, a secondary data analysis, and a Monte Carlo simulation to
answer RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3, respectively. The secondary data analysis tested the
integrated assumptions and helped answer how mediation in RDDs differ in performance
compared to mediation in RCTs. The Monte Carlo simulation provided varying
conditions to examine how the behavior of mediation in RDD differs.
Secondary Data Analysis
Dataset
The U.S. federal government implemented the Head Start (HS) program in 1964
to help communities meet the needs of disadvantaged 3- and 4-year-old preschool
children through a “whole child” model. HS provides services in education, health, and
family/parental support (Office of Head Start, 2019). From fall 2002 through spring
2006, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services conducted a national study
known as the Head Start Impact Study (HSIS) to assess the impact of HS on the children
it serves. The HSIS restricted-use dataset was ideal for the study because:
1) The HSIS was an RCT study; the study design called for participants to be randomly
assigned to either a treatment group (access to HS) or control group (no access to
HS). Given the RCT design, synthetic RDD data can be created from the RCT data.
The mediation analysis results for the two designs were compared in a synthetic
within-study comparison design (Cook et al., 2008; Gleason et al., 2018; Green et al.,
2009).
2) Mediation analyses have been conducted on the HSIS dataset (e.g., Gershoff et al.,
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2016; Mackintosh & McCoy, 2019; McCoy et al., 2015). Comparing RDD mediation
results to an established mediated effect within an RCT context provided contextual
validity if the results between RCT and RDD mediation were similar.
3) The HSIS had a large sample size. Previous literature suggests that RDDs need larger
sample sizes to achieve the same level of power for an equivalent sample size in an
RCT (Kisbu-Sakarya et al., 2018; Schochet, 2009). Additionally, depending on path
effect sizes, different sample sizes also must be considered for adequately detecting
mediated effects (Fritz & MacKinnon, 2007). Thus, combining mediation and RDD, a
large enough sample size was necessary to detect potential mediated effects.
4) The data were complete and ready for analysis. Data collection finished in spring
2006, and access to the restricted-use dataset through the University of Michigan’s
Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research was granted.
Sample
The original sample included 4,442 3- and 4-year-old children. Of the original
sample, 217 children were crossovers (assigned to control but participated in HS), and
504 were no-shows (assigned to HS but did not participate). Thus, the sample for analysis
was 3,721 children, excluding no-shows and crossovers. Crossovers and no-shows were
excluded to create a synthetic sharp RDD.
Variables and Measures
The variables included in the proposed study are theoretically based off Gershoff
et al.’s (2016) study, where HS assignment indirectly affected spelling skills through how
long the child enjoyed being read to. Indirect effect estimates for the RCT sample were
used as a benchmark to measure potential bias from the mediation in RDD method. The
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assignment variable used to create synthetic RDD data was created using children’s
spelling skills at Wave 1. The HSIS survey measured spelling skills by children’s total
correct score on the Woodcock-Johnson (WJ-III) spelling skills scale (Woodcock et al.,
2001), where children were asked to copy letters.
Three cutoff scores were used for comparison—the scores at the 25th (spelling
skills score = 3), 50th (spelling skills score = 4), and 75th (spelling skills score = 6)
percentile. Participants were assigned to HS if their spelling skills score was less than or
equal to the cutoff. The median is often selected as the cutoff because half of the
observations fall on each side (Imbens & Lemieux, 2008). Spelling skills was selected as
the assignment variable in the proposed study to mimic the potential reason for
assignment in applied research—children may be assigned to treatment when they
demonstrate a greater need for learning intervention by scoring lower on a pre-test. In
practice, however, students may be assigned based on need or merit, warranting either
larger or smaller number of participants in the treatment versus the control groups. Thus,
the 25th and 75th percentile values were also used as cutoff scores. Due to the nature of
RDD, children without a spelling skills score (i.e., missing assignment variable value)
were excluded from the analyses, with a final sample size of 2,697 children.
The independent variable in the proposed study was assignment to condition (HS
or control). Parents were asked “For about how long does [CHILD] enjoy being read to at
a sitting?” at Wave 2, and their responses (in minutes) served as the mediator variable.
Finally, the dependent variable was children’s spelling skills at Wave 3. Additionally,
three covariates were added to the analysis for internal validity to the RDD aspect of the
study—caregiver baseline age (in years), child baseline age (in years), and child gender.
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Data Analysis Plan
A within-study comparison design (Fraker & Maynard, 1987; LaLonde, 1986)
between RDD and benchmark RCT estimates was used to help evaluate the performance
of mediation analysis in RDD compared to its performance in RCT designs. Specifically,
a synthetic design was selected for its usefulness in evaluating estimator performance and
validity (Wong & Steiner, 2018). Synthetic RDD data was created by selectively omitting
observations from the RCT based on the cutoff score—treatment observations to the left
and control observations to the right of the cutoff score were deleted. Deleting scores on
either side of the cutoff imitates assignment to treatment as observed in RDDs (Cook et
al., 2008; Gleason et al., 2018; Wing & Cook, 2013; Wong & Steiner, 2018). Preliminary
analyses in both RCT and RDD datasets were conducted to determine whether statistical
assumptions were met for conducting mediation analysis (e.g., treatment independence,
correct functional form, uncorrelated residuals) [RQ1]. The following assumptions were
primarily selected based on feasibility of analysis, as some assumptions are very strong
and cannot be directly tested with observed data (e.g., the second part of the sequential
ignorability assumption).
Independence Assumption. Testing the independence assumption assists in
determining if assignment to treatment is related to the potential outcomes. Since the
most common way to ensure meeting this assumption is randomization (Holland, 1986),
examining the RDD data provides a glimpse of the consequences to violating this
assumption for mediation in RDD. The independence assumption was visually examined
by creating scatterplots for the distribution of participants across treatment versus control
across the outcome variable (children’s spelling skills at wave three). Scatterplots were
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created for the RCT data and the RDD data for each of the three cutoff scores. The
scatterplots were examined for an even distribution between groups across all values of
the outcome variable. Sparseness in the plots indicated a potential assumption violation.
Covariate Balance Test. The covariate balance test addresses the
unconfoundedness assumption that the potential outcomes for treatment and control are
conditionally independent of treatment reception give the covariates. Three covariates
were examined at each cutoff score. The covariates were regressed on the assignment
variable and treatment variable:
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑓𝑓(𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛)𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽3 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 𝑓𝑓(𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴)𝑖𝑖 + 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖

(3.1)

The corresponding coefficient and t-statistic values were used to determine whether the
covariate was balanced on either side of the cutoff score. A non-significant p-value
indicated balance and consequently that the assumption was met.
Density Test. McCrary’s Density Test (2008) was used to evaluate whether
manipulation was present in the assignment process. Particularly, this density test
examined whether there was 1) a significant number of observations (density) and 2) no
discontinuity at the cutoff score. The theta, or the log-difference of the height for each
density function on either side of the cutoff, was calculated using the DCdensity()
function in the rdd R package (Dimmery, 2016). The z-score and corresponding p-value
were also examined.
Sensitivity Analysis. Sensitivity analysis was conducted to assist in the decision
of whether the second part of sequential ignorability was violated. The correlation
between residual terms for M and Y were calculated and tested for significance. A
statistically significant correlation coefficient indicates potential assumption violation,
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though the large sample size was accounted for and the magnitude of the correlation
coefficient was also considered as another factor.
Functional Form. Another important assumption of RDD is that the correct
functional form is used in the model. The following regression equations were used to
test which functional form would be best fitting:
(3.2)

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑓𝑓(𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛)𝑖𝑖 + +𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑓𝑓(𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛)𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽3 𝑓𝑓(𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴)2𝑖𝑖 + 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖

(3.3)

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽2 𝑓𝑓(𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛)𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽3 𝑓𝑓(𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴)2𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽4 𝑓𝑓(𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴)3𝑖𝑖 + 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 (3.4)

Additionally, an F-test was conducted between models—a nonsignificant F-test indicates
the second model does not fit better than the first. Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC)
was also used as a measure of model fit—smaller values indicate better fit.
Effect Estimates. Next, the direct, indirect, and interaction effects for both the
RCT and synthetic RDD data were estimated using the following equations in Mplus
Version 8 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2017) [RQ2]:
𝑀𝑀 = 𝑖𝑖0𝑀𝑀 + 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 + 𝑒𝑒𝑀𝑀

(3.5)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

(3.7)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑐𝑐 ′ + ℎ𝑖𝑖0𝑀𝑀

(3.9)

𝑌𝑌 = 𝑖𝑖0𝑌𝑌,2 + 𝑐𝑐 ′ 𝑇𝑇 + 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 + 𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 + ℎ𝑇𝑇𝑀𝑀 + 𝑒𝑒𝑌𝑌,2
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑎𝑎ℎ.

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑐𝑐 ′ + ℎ𝑖𝑖0𝑀𝑀 + 𝑎𝑎ℎ
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = 𝑎𝑎ℎ

(3.6)

(3.8)

(3.10)
(3.11)

where PNIE is the pure natural indirect effect, TNIE is the total natural indirect effect,
PNDE is the pure natural direct effect, TNDE is the total natural direct effect, and
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MINT is the mediated interaction. In these equations, the assignment variable R was
accounted for using the zR term. This showed that the estimated effects were
conditioned on the cutoff score. Additionally, the assignment variable R was centered
using the respective cutoff score. Centering the assignment variable is often
incorporated for ease in interpretation—the intercept of the estimated regression is at the
cutoff point (Jacob et al., 2012).
Five hundred bootstrapped samples (MacKinnon et al., 2020) were used to
construct the confidence intervals (CIs) for the direct, indirect, and interaction effects.
Full information maximum likelihood (Enders, 2010) was used to handle missing data.
Following Wing and Cook (2013) and Gleason et al. (2018), the difference between the
estimated direct, indirect, and interaction effects was examined. The standard error was
estimated using 500 bootstrap sample standard deviations (Wing & Cook, 2013). Wing
and Cook (2013) used two standardized performance measures for comparison. The
standardized bias of the RDD point estimate was calculated by
𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = (𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ) × 𝜎𝜎

1

(3.12)

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

where 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 represents the RDD point estimate, 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the RCT point estimate, and 𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
is the standard deviation of the RCT outcome. A loose criterion of 0.25 will be used to
determine bias—standardized bias over 0.25 will be considered biased (Harder et al.,
2010; Ho et al., 2007). The second performance measure was the mean squared error
(MSE) which combines bias and variance estimates for the point estimates to provide an
estimate of how much error and variability is associated with the RDD compared to a
RCT benchmark:
1

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ) = 𝐵𝐵 ∑𝐵𝐵𝑏𝑏=1 �𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑(𝑏𝑏) − 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 �

2

(3.13)
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where the MSE of the RDD point estimate is equal to the average of the squared
difference between the RDD and RCT point estimates.
Simulation Study
A Monte Carlo simulation study was conducted to determine the performance and
statistical validity of estimating direct, indirect, and interaction effects for RDD under
different conditions [RQ3]. Factors that were manipulated, along with the levels, are
listed in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Manipulated Factors and Levels
Factor

Levels

Sample size

500, 1000, 2500, 5000, 10000

Effect size of a

0, 0.14, 0.39, 0.59

Effect size of b

0, 0.14, 0.39, 0.59

Effect size of c`

0, 0.14, 0.39, 0.59

Effect size of h

0, 0.05, 0.15, 0.34

Cutoff scores

25/75; 50/50; 75/25

Simulation Study Factors and Levels Rationale
Three factors were manipulated: (a) sample sizes (500, 1000, 2500, 5000, 10000);
(b) path effect sizes of a, b, c` (0, .14, .39, .59), and h (0, .05, .15, .34); and (c) cutoff
scores (i.e., resulting in different percentage of participants in each group; 1 = 25%
treatment—75% control, 2 = 50% in both, 3 = 75% treatment—25% control).
A sampling of the educational intervention literature reveals a large span of
sample sizes, ranging from around the hundreds (e.g., Dyson et al., 2018; Louie et al.,
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2016; Tuckwiller et al., 2010), thousands (e.g., Curs & Harper, 2012; Feng & Zhang,
2018; Kim, 2020; Lesik, 2007; Miller & Voon, 2014; Niu & Tienda, 2010; Weiland &
Yoshikawa, 2013), to the ten thousands and above (e.g., de Hoyos et al., 2017; Goodman,
2008; Harrington et al., 2016; Jacob & Lefgren, 2002; Luyten, 2006; Parinduri, 2017).
Although a few studies were slightly below a sample size of 100 (e.g., Louie et al., 2016;
Tuckwiller et al., 2010), the smallest sample size in this study was 500 due to issues of
power. Specifically, for .80 power to detect a small effect size in a RDD, a sample size of
1078 is needed while a sample size of 68 is required to detect a large effect size
(Cappelleri et al., 1994). In the mediation literature, a proposed sample size of 558 is
required for .80 power using the percentile bootstrap when both the a and b effect sizes
are small. Therefore, in combining RDD and mediation, larger sample sizes were
expected to be required.
The path effect sizes of a, b, and c` were selected per Cohen’s 1988 guidelines for
small, medium, and large effect sizes. Smaller effect sizes were used for h, however, as h
is an interaction effect coefficient. Previous research shows that interaction effects, in
practice, are smaller and more difficult to detect (e.g., McClelland & Judd, 1993). Thus,
the size of h will be dependent on the size of a and b, and the size of h will naturally be
smaller than both a and b. Therefore, for applicability, h sizes will be 0, .05, .15, and .34
instead of the same size as the other three path effect sizes.
Data Generation and Analysis
R Version 4.0.3 software (R Core Team, 2021) was used to generate data
according to an RDD, with an independent, mediator, and dependent variable. The data
generation syntax is provided in Appendix A. To generate n X observations, the R
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function rnorm() was used. The values for M and Y were generated with the varying
values for a and b in Equations 3.1 and 3.2. Residuals in Equations 3.1 and 3.2 were
generated using rnorm() as well. The sd argument in rnorm() was used to account for the
effect size of a and b. This means that the distribution standard deviation from which the
residuals for M were drawn was calculated using √1 − 𝑎𝑎2 , and the standard deviation for
the distribution of residuals for Y was calculated using √1 − 𝑏𝑏 2 . Each condition was

replicated 1000 times.

Direct, indirect, and interaction effects for each condition replication was
estimated using Equations 3.1-3.6 using R Version 4.0.3 software (R Core Team, 2021).
The X variable was centered based on the cutoff score for each condition. Significance
testing was conducted using 500 bootstrap samples to construct the 95% percentile
bootstrap CIs for each condition replication (Appendix B). Data generation and analyses
were conducted using the Holland Computing Center to reduce overall computing time.
Outcome Measures
The performance of the direct, indirect, and interaction effects in each condition
was compared by bias, Type I error, power, coverage, and balance. First, bias was the
difference between the estimated and true effects, which was calculated by subtracting
� – PNIE). The estimated
the population value from the estimated effect value (e.g., PNIE1

effect was considered biased if it was outside the [-.05, .05] range (Hoogland &

Boomsma, 1998). Given the exploratory nature of this study, a less stringent range of
[-.10, .10] will also be considered for bias.
Rejection rate was defined as the number of times zero is outside the CIs.
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Rejection rate was coded ‘0’ when zero was within the CIs and ‘1’ when zero was outside
the CIs. The rejection rate was Type I error when the population direct, indirect, or
interaction effect was equal to zero and power when the true effect was not equal to zero.
Bradley’s (1978) liberal robustness criteria, which has a range of 𝛼𝛼 ± 0.5𝛼𝛼, was used for
Type I error. Given 𝛼𝛼 = .05, Type I error rate was considered robust if it fell within the
range [.025, .075]. An additional power analysis by standard deviation of the outcome
variable Y was also conducted to compare the expected power to the actual simulation
power.
Coverage was the number of times the true direct, indirect, or interaction effect
fell within the CIs. Coverage was coded as ‘0’ when the estimated effect fell outside the
CI and ‘1’ when the estimated effect fell inside the CI. Perfect coverage was considered
as .95, and Bradley’s (1978) robustness criteria for coverage with a range of [.925, .975]
was used. In the absence of coverage, balance was a measure of how often the CI was
above or below the true parameter.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS
The results are organized by research question. First, RQ1 was addressed through
development of an integrated assumption framework necessary for making causal
inferences when conducting mediation analysis for RDD. RQ2 was explored through the
secondary analysis of the HSIS data, comparing mediation effect estimation for RCT
versus RDD. Finally, this chapter ends with the simulation study results in response to
RQ3 that examined the behavior of mediation analysis for RDD under varying
conditions.
RQ1: Assumption Integration
Table 4.1 presents assumptions across mediation and RDD along with an
integrated framework of assumptions when conducting mediation analysis for RDDs. The
term integration is used loosely to denote an evaluative approach of comparing,
contrasting, and testing assumptions between mediation and RDD instead of using a
formal framework or strategy to integrate assumptions. The boxes denoted “Yes” in the
Mediation and RDD Requirement Status columns means that previous literature made
note of the assumption to make valid causal inferences. “Not applicable” occurs twice in
the RDD column and indicates that the assumption cannot be applied to the design. In
boxes marked “No” the assumption has not been explicitly delineated in previous
literature as a necessary stipulation for robust inference. “Needs further study” indicates
that consequences of violating that particular assumption were beyond the scope of this
particular study but would be appropriate for future research.

Table 4.1 Integrated Table of Assumptions
Assumption

Mediation Requirement
Status

RDD Requirement Status

Integration Requirement
Status

Independence Assumption

Yes; equivalent to Sequential
Ignorability—Part 1

Yes; similar to
Unconfoundedness
Assumption

Yes

Stable-Unit-Treatment-Value
Assumption (SUTVA)

Yes; necessary for total effect Yes; met with sharp RDD
identification

Yes

Sequential Ignorability—Part 1

Yes; met with randomization
or controlling for covariates

Not applicable

Yes; trivially

Sequential Ignorability—Part 2

Yes; necessary for indirect
and direct effects

Not applicable

Yes

Measurement Assumption:
Variables measured without error

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Measurement Assumption: Correct
timing and temporal precedence

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unconfoundedness Assumption

Yes; for the total effect

Yes

Yes

Overlap and Continuity
Assumptions

Yes

Yes

Yes

Adherence to Treatment

No

Yes

Yes

Correct Functional Form

No; due to nonparametric
identification assumptions

Yes

Needs further study

Sufficient Variability

Yes

Yes

Yes

Continuous Variables

No

Yes

Needs further study
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The two major assumptions necessary for causal inference in RDD mediation is
the independence assumption (also referred to as the ignorability assumption) and the
Stable-Unit-Treatment-Value Assumption (SUTVA). Emphasis on these two shared
assumptions stems from how both causal mediation analysis and RDDs can be linked to
the potential outcomes framework. First, the independence assumption states that the
assignment status is independent of the potential outcomes. This assumption is made for
both causal mediation analysis and RDDs. Therefore, in integrating mediation and RDD,
this assumption is made for the estimation of the total effect of treatment on the outcome.
A common way to meet this assumption, however, is through randomization, which RDD
does not inherently fulfill. Therefore, inferences based on mediation analysis for RDD
can mainly be focused around the cutoff score.
The next major assumption is the SUTVA, and this assumption consists of two
components: 1) no interference between units and 2) no hidden variations of treatment.
Since SUTVA applies to both causal mediation and RDD, the integrated assumptions
framework thus also involves SUTVA. The stipulation is specifying that this assumption
only holds for estimating the total effect. This is because the mediator variable is not
randomized, rather, its effect is influenced by the treatment assignment. The lack of
randomization also renders inferences valid only around the cutoff score. Therefore, the
SUTVA cannot be made for the indirect and direct effect estimation.
The mediation portion in this study, however, focuses on the estimation of the
indirect and direct effects. For these effects to be identifiable, additional assumptions
must be delineated. As with causal mediation, the next assumption for the integrated
assumptions framework is the sequential ignorability assumption to identify the indirect
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and direct effects. The sequential ignorability assumption also consists of two parts. First,
for the total and controlled direct effects estimation, all confounders of the treatmentoutcome and mediator-outcome relationships must be measured and adjusted for. Second,
for direct and indirect effects, the first part must be met and confounders of the treatmentmediator relationship must be measured and adjusted for, and exposure to treatment must
not affect confounders of the mediator-outcome relationship. The first part of this
assumption is trivially met. Though randomization usually satisfies the first part of the
assumption, RDDs use a cutoff score instead of randomization. Using a cutoff score,
however, perfectly accounts for assignment to treatment (in the case of sharp RDDs),
which means that there is no variation on either side of the cutoff score. Without
variation, the assignment variable is uncorrelated with any other variable in the small area
around the cutoff score. Therefore, though adherence to treatment is not explicitly
assumed in mediation analysis, the adherence to treatment assumption must be made for
the case of sharp RDDs.
Two measurement assumptions that are necessary for valid and reliable
inferences include that variables are measured 1) without error and 2) with regard to
correct timing and temporal precedence. The first measurement assumption is heavily
dependent on the construction of measures. Lack of well-constructed measures prevents
researchers from making inferences for the construct of interest. When the correct timing
of variables is not measured properly, confounding factors may be unaccounted for, or a
causal chain of events may be missed.
The principal surrounding the overlap and continuity assumptions is the
variability required in the treatment variable to make estimates identifiable—there must
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be enough observations from both treatment groups across covariate values to sufficiently
represent counterfactuals. Since the overlap assumption is violated by RDDs, the
continuity assumption must be made to make inferences for a set area around the cutoff
score. Similarly, there must be sufficient variability to estimate effects, as variability is a
fundamental component of statistics.
Two assumptions that require further study are that of correct functional form and
that variables must be continuous. Mediation analysis does not assume that the correct
functional form is specified due to the nonparametric identification assumptions. The
nonparametric identification assumptions allow the correct functional form assumption to
be relaxed and instead places heavier emphasis on the sequential ignorability assumption.
More weight, however, is given in the role of specifying the correct functional form for
RDD statistical analysis. As probed in the secondary data analysis section following,
violations to this assumption can lead to bias in effect estimation. Furthermore, whether
or not continuous variables are required for mediation in RDD remains unexplored.
Further exploration of these assumption violations is outside the scope of this study, but
further work in these areas would contribute richly to this line of research.
RQ2: Secondary Data Analysis
To explore how mediation analysis performed in RDD and to test statistical
assumptions, a secondary data analysis using the Head Start Impact Study (HSIS) data
was conducted. Descriptive statistics for the assignment (child’s spelling skills at Wave
1), independent (assignment to HS or control), mediator (number of minutes child enjoys
being read to), outcome (child’s spelling skills at Wave 3), and covariate variables
(caregiver baseline age, child baseline age, and child gender) are presented in Table 4.2.
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Preliminary analyses were conducted to test whether statistical assumptions were met.
The effect estimates for RCT versus RDD are reported after. Finally, the results of the
secondary data analysis were compared to results from a previous study.

Table 4.2 Descriptive Statistics by Cutoff Score
Cutoff Score

Variable

Treatment

Control

n

M (SD)

Min

Max

n

M (SD)

Min

Max

1 (25%
Child’s spelling
treatment,
skills—Wave 1
75% control)
Minutes child enjoys
being read to—Wave 2

462

2.26 (0.98)

0

3

835

5.52 (1.79)

4

13

419

20.86 (16.16)

0

120

630

20.98 (14.69)

0

120

Child’s spelling
skills—Wave 3
Caregiver baseline age

421

7.11 (3.12)

0

18

629

10.90 (4.11)

2

27

462

29.15 (8.42)

17

75

835

28.36 (7.08)

16

68

Child baseline age

429

3.23 (0.45)

2

5

586

3.72 (0.62)

2

5

Child gender

462

41.34% female

835

53.29% female

919

3.12 (1.12)

0

4

362

6.63 (1.62)

5

13

835

22.12 (18.02)

0

180

364

22.27 (14.63)

0

80

Child’s spelling
skills—Wave 3

830

8.13 (3.51)

0

26

362

12.10 (3.93)

2

26

Caregiver baseline age

919

28.81 (8.05)

16

78

484

28.40 (6.97)

18

68

2 (50%
Child’s spelling
treatment,
skills—Wave 1
50% control) Minutes child enjoys
being read to—Wave 2
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Child baseline age

855

3.35 (0.51)

341

3.91 (0.57)

Child gender

919

44.83% female

484

54.96% female

1265

3.78 (1.46)

0

6

212

1156

22.33 (17.97)

0

180

Child’s spelling
skills—Wave 3

1139

8.93 (3.08)

0

Caregiver baseline age

1265

28.80 (7.95)

Child baseline age

1182

3.44 (0.55)

Child gender

1265

48.14% female

3 (75%
Child’s spelling
treatment,
skills—Wave 1
25% control) Minutes child enjoys
being read to—Wave 2

2

5

2

5

8.00 (1.51)

7

13

160

22.80 (13.84)

0
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27

157

13.16 (3.83)

3

20

16

78

212

28.89 (7.10)

19

63

2

5

153

4.07 (0.54)

3

5

212

64.62% female
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Assumption Tests
Independence Assumption. The first assumption tested was the independence
assumption to determine whether assignment to treatment was independent of the
outcomes. Figure 4.1 is the distribution of participants across the treatment (1) versus
control (0) groups across the outcome variable—children’s spelling skills at wave three
for the RCT data. The assumption is met as the scatter of observations evenly covers
most values of the outcome variable.

Figure 4.1 Treatment Distribution Across Outcome Variable—RCT

Shifting focus to the synthetic RDD datasets, Figure 4.2 is the distribution of
participants across treatment (1) versus control (0) groups plotted against the outcome
variable for the 25% treatment—75% control condition (cutoff score 1). The independent
assumption is slightly violated in this dataset, as the number of participants for the
treatment condition are across lower values of the outcome variable.
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Figure 4.2 Treatment Distribution Across Outcome Variable--RDD Cutoff Score 1 (25%
treatment, 75% control)

Figure 4.3 displays the treatment distribution for RDD data with a cutoff score at the
median value. The assumption is slightly violated in this case, as observations in the
treatment group are more concentrated in the lower values of the outcome variable. The
observations in Figure 4.3 for cutoff score 2 though are more evenly dispersed than for
cutoff score 1. The distribution of participants across assignment group for RDD data
with a cutoff score 3 are presented in Figure 4.4. The assumption is violated in this
condition as participants more densely populate the treatment condition for the majority
of outcome variable values, while the distribution of participants in the control condition
is sparse. The slight assumption violation for the RDD datasets were expected due to the
use of a cutoff score to assign treatment condition, while RCT is used as a benchmark.
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Figure 4.3 Treatment Distribution Across Outcome Variable—RDD Cutoff Score 2 (50%
treatment, 50% control)

Figure 4.4 Treatment Distribution Across Outcome Variable—RDD Cutoff Score 3 (75%
treatment, 25% control)

Covariate Balance Test. The results of the covariate balance test are presented in
Table 4.3. For cutoff score 1, both caregiver baseline age and child baseline age were not
balanced at the cutoff score. Given cutoff scores 2 and 3, only the child baseline age was
unbalanced. Imbalance indicates that the unconfoundedness assumption could potentially
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be violated. One solution is to include the covariates in the model but will not be added in
this study in order to examine how assumption violation would affect causal inferences.

Table 4.3 Covariate Balance Test Results
Cutoff Score

Covariate

1 (25%
treatment,
75% control)

2 (50%
treatment,
50% control)

3 (75%
treatment,
25% control)

Coefficient

Standard Error

t-test

Caregiver baseline age

1.453

0.625

2.325*

Child baseline age

-0.098

0.048

-2.049*

Child gender

-0.018

0.041

-0.449

Caregiver baseline age

0.866

0.700

1.238

Child baseline age

-0.216

0.052

-4.136**

Child gender

0.049

0.045

1.096

Caregiver baseline age

-0.123

0.827

-0.148

Child baseline age

-0.127

0.061

-2.252*

Child gender

0.004

0.052

0.075

Note. *p < .05. **p < .001.

Density Test. The density test for the assignment variable was conducted at each
cutoff score. For cutoff 1, 𝜃𝜃 = 3.81, SE = 0.43, z = 8.82, p < .001. Given cutoff 2, 𝜃𝜃 =

3.89, SE = 0.35, z = 11.20, p < .001. Considering cutoff 3, 𝜃𝜃 = 1.38, SE = 0.16, z = 8.56, p
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< .001. The density tests suggest that there was a difference in the density functions on
either side of the cutoff, indicating the possibility of an alternative explanation for
treatment. It is important to note, however, that the density test may not be the most
robust in this instance with the presence of missing data.
Sensitivity Analysis. The results of the sensitivity analysis are presented in Table
4.4. Due to the large sample size, it was more likely for even a small correlation value to
be statistically significantly different than zero. As reported in Table 4.4, all correlation
coefficients (𝜌𝜌) were statistically significant. The magnitude of the correlations, however,
err on the smaller side. Furthermore, the correlation coefficients for RDD cutoff score
conditions of 2 and 3 had very similar values to the RCT value, while the correlation
coefficient for RDD with a cutoff score of 1 had a smaller correlation. Figure 4.5 contains
the residual correlation for the RCT data.

Table 4.4 Residual Correlation Coefficients
Design

Cutoff Score Index

0.140**

2098

1 (25% treatment, 75% control)

0.096*

968

2 (50% treatment, 50% control)

0.136**

1112

3 (75% treatment, 25% control)

0.139**

1225

RCT

RDD

df

𝜌𝜌

Note. *p < .01. **p < .001.
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Figure 4.5 Scatterplot of Residual Correlation for RCT Data

Figures 4.6-4.8 are scatterplots for the RDD correlation between M and Y
residuals for each cutoff score. With the RDD data, as the percentage of participants in
the control group increases (as cutoff score index increases) the residual correlation also
slightly increases. For both the RCT and RDD data, the errors are concentrated on the
lower end of M errors but are more evenly scattered across Y error values.

Figure 4.6 Scatterplot of Residual Correlation for RDD Cutoff Score 1 (25% treatment,
75% control)
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Figure 4.7 Scatterplot of Residual Correlation for RDD Cutoff Score 2 (50% treatment,
50% control)

Figure 4.8 Scatterplot of Residual Correlation for RDD Cutoff Score 3 (75% treatment,
25% control)

Functional Form. Statistical tests were conducted to determine the functional
form for the data. The results are reported in Table 4.5. Though the tests suggested the
quadratic model to be the best fitting model, the linear model was selected for analysis to
illustrate how assumption violation affects results and interpretation. The functional form
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of both the treatment and control groups for the RDD datasets were plotted for visual
inspection. Figure 4.9 displays a scatterplot of the data for RDD with cutoff score 1 for
the total effect of the outcome variable on the assignment variable. The red line was
constructed using the predictions from a linear model. In contrast, the blue line was
constructed using the loess method—a local regression fitting method. The two lines in
the treatment group were similar, suggesting a linear model was appropriate for
estimating effects for the treatment group. A difference between lines was more apparent
for the control group, where the blue line suggested a downward or flattening trend as the
assignment variable increased. This suggested that perhaps a linear model could not be
assumed for the control group.

Table 4.5 Functional Form Fit Results
Cutoff Score

Model

1 (25%
treatment, 75%
control)

Linear

2 (50%
treatment, 50%
control)

Linear

3 (75%
treatment, 25%
control)

Linear

F

AIC
5621.328

Quadratic

2.506

5620.290

Cubic

0.064

5624.161
6355.082

Quadratic

2.222

6354.628

Cubic

1.455

6355.701
6904.076

Quadratic

4.504*

6899.050

Cubic

0.444

6902.156

Note. *p < .05. AIC = Akaike’s Information Criterion.
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Figure 4.9 Scatterplot with Fitted Regression Lines for RDD Cutoff Score 1 (25%
treatment, 75% control)
Note. The red line denotes smoothing using the linear regression method. The blue line
represents the loess smoothing method. The vertical black line denotes the cutoff score.

Figure 4.10 displays a scatterplot of the data for RDD with cutoff score 2. The red
line was constructed using the linear model while the blue line was fit using the loess
method. In the treatment group, there was a slight deviation between the blue and red
lines where the assignment variable was equal to three. Overall, however, the trend was
similar. The two lines for the control group were also similar until the blue line decreased
for larger values of the assignment variable. This difference occurred further from the
cutoff score, but implications of the difference in functional form are unknown without
further examination.
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Figure 4.10 Scatterplot with Fitted Regression Lines for RDD Cutoff Score 2 (50%
treatment, 50% control)
Note. The red line denotes smoothing using the linear regression method. The blue line
represents the loess smoothing method. The vertical black line denotes the cutoff score.

Functional form for the RDD data with cutoff score 3 are presented in Figure
4.11. The red line was constructed using the linear model method, and the blue was
formed with the loess method. Overall, the two lines aligned closely, suggesting the
linear model would be appropriate for both the treatment and control group. An issue this
dataset lends credence to is whether the assignment variable contained enough values to
be considered a true continuous variable as the nature of the assignment variable used in
this analysis involved only whole numbers.
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Figure 4.11 Scatterplot with Fitted Regression Lines for RDD Cutoff Score 3 (75%
treatment, 25% control)
Note. The red line denotes smoothing using the linear regression method. The blue line
represents the loess smoothing method. The vertical black line denotes the cutoff score.

Effect Estimates
Path Effect Size Estimates. The path effect size estimates for RCT and RDD are
provided in Table 4.6. Additionally, the difference, standardized bias (SB), and mean
squared error (MSE) between the RCT and RDD estimates were calculated. RDD
estimates were broken up by cutoff score. The RDD a path estimates tended to be lower
than the RCT estimate. The differences between the a path estimates was smallest for
cutoff score 1 but largest for cutoff score 2. Similarly, the absolute value of the SB was
smallest for cutoff score 1 and largest for cutoff score 2. Although cutoff score 1 had the
lowest MSE, cutoff score 3 had the highest MSE value.

Table 4.6 Estimated Path Effect Sizes
Path
Effect
𝑎𝑎
𝑏𝑏
𝑐𝑐′
ℎ

RCT Estimate

2.066 (0.733)

0.033 (0.010)

-0.268 (0.312)

0.003 (0.012)

Cut score
index

RDD Estimate (SE)

Difference

SB

MSE

1

1.301 (1.429)

0.765

-1.044

2.441

2

1.112 (1.616)

0.954

-1.302

3.416

3

1.135 (1.813)

0.931

-1.270

4.052

1

0.022 (0.010)

0.011

-1.100

0.000

2

0.030 (0.014)

0.003

-0.300

0.000

3

0.056 (0.021)

-0.023

2.300

0.001

1

-1.025 (0.432)

0.757

-2.426

0.732

2

-1.037 (0.510)

0.769

-2.465

0.758

3

0.931 (0.683)

-1.199

3.843

1.486

1

0.001 (0.014)

0.002

-0.167

0.000

2

0.001 (0.015)

0.002

-0.167

0.000

3

-0.028 (0.022)

0.031

-2.583

0.001

Note. ‘SB’ = standardized bias. ‘MSE’ = mean squared error. Smaller absolute values of SB and MSE indicate less bias and variance,
which means the RDD estimates are close to the RCT estimates. Cut score index 1 = 25% treatment, 75% control; cut score index 2 =
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50% treatment, 50% control; cut score index 3 = 75% treatment, 25% control.
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Regarding b path effects, differences were much smaller than for a path effects.
The smallest difference and SB were observed for cutoff score 2. The absolute difference
was largest for cutoff score 3, though in this condition the RDD estimate was larger than
the RCT estimate; this was in the opposite direction compared to the other two cutoff
score conditions. Based on the loose rule of thumb of 0.25 for SB, the majority of
estimates were biased, with the exception of h for cutoff scores 1 and 2. The MSE values
for b were extremely close to zero, suggesting very small differences and variance
between the RCT and RDD estimates for b.
The differences in 𝑐𝑐′ path effect estimates were similar in magnitude to the

differences in a path estimates. The difference was observed with cutoff score 3 where,
similar to the b path estimate, the RDD estimate was larger than the RCT estimate. The
largest absolute SB value along with the largest MSE value were observed in cutoff score
3. In contrast, cutoff score 1 had the lowest difference, SB, and MSE values. The
estimated h effects were very small, which was expected as h is an interaction term
coefficient. The largest difference between estimates was in cutoff score 3, which also
had the largest absolute SB and MSE values. The RDD h path effect estimates were
similar for cutoff scores 1 and 2.
Most often, the RDD estimates were below the corresponding RCT estimate. The
two exceptions were in the cutoff score 3 condition. The path effect estimates were
considered for a broader perspective on the performance of mediation analysis in RCT
versus RDD. These path estimates inherently, however, were not the main focus for
mediation analysis. Thus, the indirect, direct, and mediated interaction effects between
RCT and RDD were also estimated and their differences calculated.
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Indirect, Direct, and Mediated Interaction Effect Estimates. The RCT and
RDD estimated effects along with their 95% confidence intervals (CIs) are reported in
Table 4.7. The RDD estimates were broken up by cutoff score. For PNIE and TNIE (the
indirect effects), RDD estimates were close to RCT estimates. Absolute SB value for
PNIE estimates was largest for cutoff score 1 and smallest for cutoff score 3. The RDD
estimates were all below the RCT estimate. Similarly, absolute SB value was largest for
TNIE cutoff score 1 but smallest for cutoff score 2. The MSE values were within 0.001
units of each other across cutoff scores. Overall, RDD estimates were below RCT
estimates.
The RDD estimates for PNDE and TNDE (direct effects) were below the RCT
estimates for cutoff scores 1 and 2 but above for cutoff score 3. The differences between
the RDD estimates and their corresponding RCT estimates were larger than the
differences for PNIE, TNIE, and MINT. SB and MSE values for both PNDE and TNDE
were also larger than that of the indirect and mediation interaction effect estimates.
Absolute difference and SB values were largest with cutoff score 2 for both PNDE and
TNDE, while the smallest value was at cutoff score 3. MSE values, however, were largest
for cutoff score 1 and smallest for cutoff score 3 for both direct effects. The PNDE and
TNDE were not significant at the 𝛼𝛼 = .05 level.

Differences between MINT estimates for RCT and RDD were overall not large,

especially compared to the differences of the direct effect estimates. All of the RDD
MINT estimates were below the estimate from the RCT data. The largest difference was
in cutoff score 3, while the smallest difference was cutoff score 1, though the difference
between 1 and 2 was 0.001 units. The largest absolute SB and MSE values were observed
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for cutoff score 3. The smallest absolute SB value was in the cutoff score 1 condition.
The MSE values for cutoff scores 1 and 2, however, were the same.

Table 4.7 Estimated Effects and Confidence Intervals
Effect

RCT

RCT

Cut

RDD

RDD

RCT versus

Estimate

95% CI

score

Estimate (SD)

95% CI

RDD

(SD)

index

SB

MSE

0.041

-1.171

0.003

0.035

-1.000

0.004

0.005

-0.143

0.010

0.045

-1.500

0.003

0.040

-1.333

0.004

0.043

-1.433

0.004

0.789

-4.088

0.719

Estimate
Difference

1

0.028 (.039)

[-0.034,
0.128]

PNIE

0.069
(.035)

[0.016, 0.145]

2

0.034 (.058)

[-0.063,
0.160]

3

0.064 (.098)

[-0.170,
0.287]

1

0.030 (.035)

[-0.031,
0.125]

TNIE

0.075
(.030)

[0.022, 0.139]

2

0.035 (.052)

[-0.082,
0.140]

3

0.032 (.052)

[-0.071,
0.128]

PNDE

-0.209

[-0.566,

(.193)

0.140]

1

-0.998 (.348)

[-1.592, 0.413]
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2

-1.021 (.390)

[-1.696, -

0.812

-4.207

0.687

-0.521

2.699

0.512

0.792

-4.062

0.732

0.816

-4.185

0.693

-0.484

2.482

0.484

0.004

-0.148

0.001

0.005

-0.185

0.001

0.038

-1.407

0.005

0.375]
3

0.312 (.437)

[-0.416,
1.105]

1

-0.996 (.349)

[-1.606, 0.389]

TNDE

-0.204

[-0.565,

(.195)

0.116]

2

-1.020 (.391)

[-1.689, 0.396]

3

0.280 (.438)

[-0.437,
1.105]

1

0.002 (.030)

[-0.055,
0.068]

MINT

0.006

[-0.043,

(.027)

0.056]

2

0.001 (.032)

[-0.070,
0.068]

3

-0.032 (.061)

[-0.210,
0.128]

Note. ‘CI’ = confidence interval. ‘SB’ = standardized bias. ‘MSE’ = mean squared error. Smaller absolute values of SB and MSE
indicate less bias and variance, which means the RDD estimates are close to the RCT estimates. Cut score index 1 = 25% treatment,
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75% control; cut score index 2 = 50% treatment, 50% control; cut score index 3 = 75% treatment, 25% control.
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The RCT estimates for PNIE and TNIE were significant when considering the
95% CIs. The 95% CIs for the RDD estimates across all three cutoff scores for both
indirect effects, however, indicated that the effect estimates were not significantly
different from zero as the CIs contained zero. If the RCT data were considered as the true
population, the RDD estimates would be a Type II error as a true effect was not detected.
In looking at the CIs for PNDE, TNDE, and MINT, the RCT estimates were not
significant. The 95% CIs of the RDD MINT estimates correctly indicate that the effects
were not statistically significant. On the other hand, only the cutoff score 3 condition for
PNDE and TNDE correctly indicate that the RDD effects were not significant. In the
other cutoff score cases, the CIs indicate that the PNDE and TNDE estimates were
significant. If the RCT data were considered the true population, the RDD estimates
would be a Type I error as a significant effect was falsely concluded.
Comparing Results. Inferential results from the secondary data analysis were
compared to the findings from Gershoff et al. (2016) for contextual validity. In the
Gershoff et al. (2016) study, there was a significant positive effect of HSIS treatment at
Wave 1 on parents reading to their child at Wave 2 (X  M). Parents reading to their
child at Wave 2 had a significant positive effect on child’s spelling skills at Wave 3 (M

 Y). There was also a significant positive indirect effect of Head Start on children’s
spelling skills at Wave 3 through an increase of how often parents read to their child at
Wave 2 (X  M  Y). In this study, for both RCT and RDD data, there was a positive
effect of HSIS on number of minutes children enjoyed being read to at Wave 2, a positive
effect of the mediator on child’s spelling skills at Wave 3, and a positive indirect effect.
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Direct comparisons between values were not considered for the following
reasons: sample size, mediator selection, and analytical approach. First, Gershoff et al.’s
(2016) sample was not the same sample as this study’s sample due to the WSC design of
this study (i.e., cross-overs and no-shows were deleted in this study). Second, the
mediator variables were different across Gershoff et al. (2016) and this study because of
this study’s use of a continuous mediator. Instead of using the number of times parents
read to their child during the previous week (measured on a scale of 1—“not at all” to
4—“every day”), the number of minutes the child enjoyed being read to served as the
mediator variable. Finally, Gershoff et al. (2016) took the traditional mediation approach,
while the focus of this study was on the causal framework. This comparison of effect
directions was used to support that the results of the secondary data analysis were valid.
RQ3: Simulation
The simulation study, conducted to answer RQ3, explored the behavior of
mediation in RDD under varying conditions (i.e., sample sizes, effect sizes, cutoff
scores). The results are organized by outcome (bias, Type I error rate, power, coverage,
and balance) with each effect (i.e., PNIE, TNIE, PNDE, TNDE, and MINT) discussed
within outcome. The three different cutoff scores are denoted as 1 (25% control—75%
treatment), 2 (50% control—50% treatment), and 3 (75% control—25% treatment)
following the estimated effect. For example, PNIE3 is the pure natural indirect effect
with a cutoff score that assigns 75% of the sample to control and 25% to treatment.
Bias
Bias was calculated by subtracting the population value from the average
� − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃). The rate of non-bias (i.e., bias values that fell
estimated value (e.g., 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃2
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within the [-.10, .10] and [-.05, .05] ranges) for each effect by cutoff score, collapsed
across sample and effect size, is presented in Table 4.8. Bias for the indirect (PNIE and
TNIE) and mediated interaction (MINT) effects was within the ideal boundaries more
often than the direct effects (PNDE and TNDE). Additionally, as the percentage of
participants in the control condition increased, bias decreased (with the exception of the
mediated interaction), often as a function of path effect sizes. This observation is further
delineated in each of the effect sections.
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Table 4.8 Percentage of Non-Bias for Estimated Effects
Effect

PNIE

TNIE

PNDE

TNDE

MINT

Cut score

Within

Within

index

[-.10, .10]

[-.05, .05]

1

62.50%

50.00%

2

75.00%

50.00%

3

81.25%

75.00%

1

51.88%

41.88%

2

60.00%

42.19%

3

70.94%

54.69%

1

12.50%

6.25%

2

12.50%

8.75%

3

18.75%

10.00%

1

12.50%

6.88%

2

12.50%

7.50%

3

18.75%

7.19%

1

87.50%

75.00%

2

87.50%

75.00%

3

87.50%

75.00%

Note. Cut score index 1 = 25% treatment, 75% control; cut score index 2 = 50%
treatment, 50% control; cut score index 3 = 75% treatment, 25% control.
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PNIE. The pure natural indirect effect (PNIE) is calculated by ab, so the results
(displayed in Figure 4.12) were examined by how the average bias differs by sample size
across levels of a and b. Considering PNIE1 (Figure 4.12a), bias increased as the effect
sizes of both a and b increased. When a and b both equaled zero, the bias was within
[-.05, .05]. With a small effect size of a and when b was large, bias was outside the less
stringent [-.10, .10]. With a medium effect size of a, bias exceeds both bounds when b
had a medium or large effect size. Given a large a effect size, bias was outside both
bounds for the small, medium, and large effect sizes of b. PNIE2 bias (Figure 4.12b)
exceeded [-.10, .10] when a and b were equal to .39 and .59. In contrast, PNIE3 bias
(Figure 4.12c) was only outside both bounds when a = b = .59. Bias increased as the
percentage of participants in the treatment group increased, suggesting that out of all
three cut scores, 75% of the sample in control condition resulted in the lowest bias.

Figure 4.12 PNIE Bias by Sample Size and Effect Sizes of a and b
Note. Bias is displayed as effect of sample size and effect size of a and b. Levels of a differ by column, while levels of b differ by line
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color. The dotted vertical red lines represent the [-.05, .05] range, and the dotted vertical blue lines represent the [-.10, .10] range.
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TNIE. The total natural indirect effect (TNIE) is 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑎𝑎ℎ, so bias was examined

by sample size across levels of a, b, and h. The results are shown in Figure 4.13. When a
was a null effect, bias was within the bounds near zero, regardless of sample size, cutoff
score, or level of b or h. This is due to the way TNIE is calculated—the a coefficient is
used to multiply both b and h. As levels of a, b, and h increased, bias also increased. For
TNIE1 (Figure 4.13a), when a = .14, bias exceeded all bounds when b = .39 and h = .34.
When a = .14 and b = .59, all estimates for all levels of h were biased. When a = .39 and
b = 0, bias was outside the bounds when h = .34. Given a = .39 and b = .14, estimates
were not biased when h = 0. When a = .39 and b = .39 or .59, estimates were biased
regardless of level of h. Bias increased as the level of h increased. Considering a = .59
and b = 0, bias exceeded the bounds when h = .34. When a = .59, bias exceeded the
bounds when b = .14, .39, and .59 across all levels of h. For TNIE2 (Figure 4.13b),
similar patterns were observed as in TNIE1, though overall bias was smaller (i.e., closer
to 0 than TNIE1 bias). The same pattern was observed with TNIE3 (Figure 4.13c), with
estimates for TNIE3 having smaller bias than TNIE2. As the percentage of the control
sample increased, bias decreased.

Figure 4.13 TNIE Bias by Sample Size and Effect Sizes of a, b, and h
Note. Bias is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a, b, and h. Levels of a differ by column, levels of b differ by
row, and levels of h differ by line color. The dotted vertical red lines represent the [-.05, .05] range, and the dotted vertical blue lines
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represent the [-.10, .10] range.
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PNDE. The pure natural direct effect (PNDE) is calculated by 𝑐𝑐 ′ + ℎ𝑖𝑖0𝑀𝑀 . Figure

4.14 displays the average bias estimate by the effect sizes of 𝑐𝑐′ and h. Bias increased as a
function of the effect size of 𝑐𝑐′ and h—as the effect size of 𝑐𝑐′ and h increased, bias also
increased. PNDE was not biased given 𝑐𝑐′ = 0 and h = 0 or .05, across all three cutoff

scores. In all other cases, estimates of PNDE were biased. Regarding bias patterns across
cutoff scores, bias decreased as the percentage of the control sample increased.

Figure 4.14 PNDE Bias by Sample Size and Effect Sizes of 𝑐𝑐′and h

Note. Bias is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of 𝑐𝑐′ and h. Levels of 𝑐𝑐′ differ by column, while levels of h differ by
line color. The dotted vertical red lines represent the [-.05, .05] range, and the dotted vertical blue lines represent the [-.10, .10] range.
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TNDE. The total natural direct effect (TNDE) is equal to 𝑐𝑐 ′ + ℎ𝑖𝑖0𝑀𝑀 + 𝑎𝑎ℎ.

Therefore, bias for TNDE was examined at levels of a, 𝑐𝑐′, and h. Figure 4.15 displays the
results for TNDE bias. Bias increased as levels of a, 𝑐𝑐′, and h increased. TNDE1 (Figure
4.15a) estimates were unbiased when 𝑐𝑐 ′ = 0 across all levels of a given h = 0. When 𝑐𝑐′ =

0 across all levels of a, estimates were outside [-.05, .05] but within [-.10, .10] when h

= .05. TNDE1 estimates in all other cases were biased. TNDE2 bias (Figure 4.15b) had
the same pattern, though overall bias was smaller than TNDE1 estimates. TNDE3 bias
(Figure 4.15c) also shared a similar pattern, though there were more cases where
estimates were unbiased compared to the other two cutoff score conditions. First, TNDE3
estimates were unbiased across all levels of a when 𝑐𝑐 ′ = 0 and h = 0. This is the same as
TNDE1 and TNDE2. TNDE3 estimates were outside [-.05, .05] but within [-.10, .10]

across all levels of a when 𝑐𝑐′ = .14 and h = 0. With regard to cutoff scores, bias decreased
as the control percentage increased.

Figure 4.15 TNDE Bias by Sample Size and Effect Sizes of a, 𝑐𝑐′, and h

Note. Bias is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a, 𝑐𝑐′ and h. Levels of a differ by column, levels of 𝑐𝑐′ differ by

row, and levels of h differ by line color. The dotted vertical red lines represent the [-.05, .05] range, and the dotted vertical blue lines
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represent the [-.10, .10] range.
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MINT. The average bias for the mediated interaction effect (MINT) is examined
at levels of a and h, as MINT = ah. The results for MINT bias are displayed in Figure
4.16. Most MINT estimates were unbiased and within [-.10, .10]. Further, given a null or
small effect size of a, MINT estimates were unbiased within [-.05, .05] for all levels of h.
When a = .39 or .59 and h = .34, the estimates were biased. Given a = .39 or .50 and h
= .15, the estimates were outside [-.05, .05] but within [-.10, .10]. There were no
differences in bias across the three cutoff scores.

Figure 4.16 MINT Bias by Sample Size and Effect Sizes of a and h
Note. Bias is displayed as effect of sample size and effect size of a and h. Levels of a differ by column, while levels of h differ by line
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color. The dotted vertical red lines represent the [-.05, .05] range, and the dotted vertical blue lines represent the [-.10, .10] range.
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Type I Error
As with bias, Type I error results were examined by the path effects involved in
the corresponding effect calculations (e.g., a and b for PNIE). Bradley’s (1978) liberal
robustness criteria of range [.025, .075] was used. Since Type I error rate requires the true
effect be equal to zero, only cases where the true effect was zero are reported in this
section. Non-zero cases are considered in the following power section.
PNIE. PNIE Type I error results were examined across sample size and levels of
a and b. The results are displayed in Figure 4.17. Since PNIE must be equal to zero to
examine Type I error rate, the results for a = 0 and b = 0 are examined separately. The
left side of Figure 4.17 displays Type I error rate across levels of a given b = 0. When a
and b both equal zero, Type I error rate is below the robustness criteria, near zero. When
b = 0 and a = .14, Type I error rates were initially outside of the robustness criteria for
smaller sample sizes of n = 500 and 1000. As sample size increased, Type I error rates
were within the robustness criteria. When b = 0 and a = .39 and .59, Type I error rates
were within the robustness criteria across all sample sizes. The same pattern was
observed for all three cutoff scores.
The right side of Figure 4.17 displays results for levels of b given a = 0. First, in
considering PNIE1 (Figure 4.17a), given a = 0 and b = .14, Type I error rates were
outside the robustness criteria when n = 500. As sample size increased, however, Type I
error rates approached .05 and were within the robustness criteria. When a = 0 and b
= .39 or .59, Type I error rates were within the robustness criteria. In the PNIE2 (Figure
4.17b) and PNIE3 (Figure 4.17c) cases, when a = 0 and b = .14, .39, and .59, Type I error
rates were within the robustness criteria. Overall, differences in Type I error rate occurred
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as a function of sample size when one path was zero while the other path was a small
effect size.

Figure 4.17 PNIE Type I Error Rate by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of a and b
Note. Type I error rate is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a and b. On the left, b = 0 and a differs by line color.
On the right, a = 0 and b differs by line color. Values in the shaded regions fall within Bradley’s (1978) liberal robustness criteria. The
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gray horizontal line at 0.05 represents the targeted alpha level.
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TNIE. TNIE Type I error results were examined across sample size and levels of
a, b, and h. Since TNIE is calculated as 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝑎𝑎ℎ, or 𝑎𝑎(𝑏𝑏 + ℎ), Type I error occurs when

either a = 0, b = h = 0, or a = b = h = 0. Therefore, the results displayed in Figure 4.18 are
given a = 0 across levels of b and h. When a = b = h = 0, Type I error rate was below the
robustness criteria close to zero. Given a = 0 and b = .14, Type I error rate
approached .05 as sample size increased, across all levels of h. Type I error rates were
outside the robustness criteria for TNIE3 (Figure 4.18c) when a = 0 and b = .14 for all
levels of h given n = 500. Considering TNIE3 again, Type I error rates were outside the
robustness criteria when a = 0, b = .14, h = 0 or .05, and n = 1000. In all other cases,
Type I error rates were within the robustness criteria.

Figure 4.18 TNIE Type I Error Rate by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of b and h when a=0
Note. Type I error rate is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a, b, and h. Given a = 0, b differs by column while h
differs by line color. Values in the shaded regions fall within Bradley’s (1978) liberal robustness criteria. The gray horizontal line at
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0.05 represents the targeted alpha level.
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PNDE. PNDE is calculated by adding c’ and h. Therefore, the only time where
the true effect of the PNDE is equal to zero is when both c’ and h are equal to zero.
Hence, Figure 4.19 depicts the Type I error rates when both parameters are zero. Across
sample size, Type I error rate remains consistent within the robustness criteria and close
to .05. There were no differences across cutoff scores.

Figure 4.19 PNDE Type I Error Rate by Sample Size and Effect Size when 𝑐𝑐 ′ = h = 0

Bradley’s (1978) liberal robustness criteria. The gray horizontal line at 0.05 represents the targeted alpha level.
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Note. Type I error rate is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size given 𝑐𝑐′ = h = 0. Values in the shaded regions fall within
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TNDE. TNDE is calculated by 𝑐𝑐 ′ + ℎ𝑖𝑖0𝑀𝑀 + 𝑎𝑎ℎ. Since a is only multiplied with h,

levels of a are allowed to vary when considering cases where TNDE is equal to zero. The
𝑐𝑐′ and h paths, however, must be equal to zero in order for TNDE to equal zero. Figure
4.20 displays results when 𝑐𝑐′ and h = 0 while a varies. Type I error rates across sample
size and effect sizes of a were consistently within the robustness criteria. Further, the
Type I error rates were close to the targeted .05.

Figure 4.20 TNDE Type I Error Rate by Sample Size and Effect Size Across Levels of a when 𝑐𝑐 ′ = h = 0

Note. Type I error rate is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size across levels of a (which differs by line color) given 𝑐𝑐′ =
h = 0. Values in the shaded regions fall within Bradley’s (1978) liberal robustness criteria. The gray horizontal line at 0.05 represents
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the targeted alpha level.
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MINT. MINT Type I error results were examined across sample size and levels
of a and h, and Figure 4.21 shows the results. Since MINT must be equal to zero, the
results for a = 0 and h = 0 are examined separately. The left side of Figure 4.21 displays
Type I error rate across levels of a given h = 0. Type I error rates were close to zero and
outside the robustness criteria when a = h = 0. For MINT1 (Figure 4.21a) and MINT3
(Figure 4.21c), when h = 0 and a = .14, Type I error rates were below the robustness
criteria when n = 500, 1000, and 2500, while for MINT2 (Figure 4.21b), Type I error
rates were below the robustness criteria for n = 500 and 1000. When h = 0, Type I error
rates across all three cutoff scores were within the robustness criteria when a = .39 or .59.
The right side of Figure 4.21 displays the results when a = 0 across levels of h. Across
sample size and cutoff scores, there was no variation in Type I error rates across the
effect sizes of h. All Type I error rates were below the robustness criteria and close to
zero.

Figure 4.21 MINT Type I Error Rate by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of a and h
Note. Type I error rate is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a and h. On the left, h = 0 and a differs by line color.
On the right, a = 0 and h differs by line color. Values in the shaded regions fall within Bradley’s (1978) liberal robustness criteria. The
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gray horizontal line at 0.05 represents the targeted alpha level.
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Power
Power varied as a function of sample size and effect size. The targeted power
was .80. In contrast to Type I error rate, power can only be calculated when the true
effect is non-zero. As with the previous sections, each effect is reported by the path
effects involved in the calculations.
PNIE. Power for PNIE is displayed in Figure 4.22 across levels of a, b, and cutoff
scores. Generally, as sample size increased, power also increased. First, for the column
on the left considering a = .14 and b = .14, PNIE1 had the lowest power compared to the
other two cutoff scores. Power was below .80 given n = 500, 1000, and 2500. When a
= .14 and b = .39 or .59, power was also below .80 for n = 500, 1000, and 2500, but there
were no differences in power across cutoff scores. For the middle column, when a = .39
and b = .14, power was below .80 for n = 500 for all three cutoff scores. PNIE1, however,
had the lowest power, followed by PNIE2, while power for PNIE3 was the highest. As
the sample size increased to n = 1000, PNIE2 and PNIE3 both had power at and
above .80, respectively, while PNIE1 power was still below the targeted level. For a = .39
and b = .39 and .59, power was right around .80 for n = 500 and increased as sample size
increased. In the right column, when a = .59 and b = .14, power was again below .80 for
n = 500 and varied by cutoff score—PNIE1 had the lowest power and PNIE3 had the
highest power. At n = 1000, PNIE3 power was above .80, while the other two cutoff
score power levels were below. As sample size increased, power also increased, so that at
n = 2500, all three cutoff scores had power levels above .80. Finally, for a = .59 and b
= .39 or .59, power across all sample sizes and cutoff scores was above .80.

Figure 4.22 PNIE Power by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of a and b by Cutoff Score
Note. Power is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a and b. Levels of a differ by column, levels of b differ by row,
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and cutoff scores differ by line color. The gray horizontal line at 0.80 represents the targeted power level.
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TNIE. TNIE1 power results are shown in Figure 4.23 across levels of a, b, and h.
The corresponding TNIE2 and TNIE3 power results across levels of a, b, and h are not
displayed because of their similarity in overall patterns to the TNIE1 results. Results for
TNIE across the three cutoff scores, however, are displayed in Figure 4.23, where h is
arbitrarily set to .15, as the graphs for TNIE power at the other h levels do not differ in
overall pattern. Using Figure 4.23, when b = 0, power was close to zero across all levels
of a. Given a = .14 and b = .14, .39, or .59, power increased as sample size increased.
When n = 500, 1000, or 2500, power was below .80 but increased to be above .80 for n ≥
5000. In the middle and right columns, when a = .39 or .59 and b = .14, power was

below .80 when n = 500 but increased to be greater than .80 as sample size increased. For
a = .39 and b = .39 or .59, power was around .80 for n = 500 and above .80 for the other
sample sizes. Similarly, when a = .59 and b = .39 or .59, power was consistently over the
targeted level across all sample sizes. There were no clear variations in power across
levels of h.

Figure 4.23 TNIE1 Power by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of a, b, and h
Note. Power is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a, b, and h. Levels of a differ by column, levels of b differ by
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row, and levels of h differ by line color. The gray horizontal line at 0.80 represents the targeted power level.
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Examining Figure 4.24, variations in power by cutoff score were observed across
a = .39 and .59 for b = .14. When a = .39 and b = .14, TNIE1 had the highest power,
while TNIE3 had the lowest power. Given n = 500, power for all three cutoff score
conditions were below .80. For n = 1000, however, power for TNIE1 and TNIE2 were
above .80. Similarly, when a = .59 and b = .14, power is below .80 for n = 500. As
sample size increases to n = 1000, only TNIE1 power is above .80. For n ≥ 2500,
however, power is above .80 for all cutoff score conditions.

Figure 4.24 TNIE Power by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of a and b when h = .15
Note. Power is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a and b when h = .15. Levels of a differ by column, levels of b
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differ by row. The gray horizontal line at 0.80 represents the targeted power level.
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PNDE. PNDE power results, shown in Figure 4.25, are displayed by the effect
size of 𝑐𝑐′ and h by the three cutoff scores. There are no lines for 𝑐𝑐′ = h = 0 because 𝑐𝑐′ and

h are added together for PNDE, therefore, if both 𝑐𝑐′ and h are equal to zero, the rejection

rate is the Type I error rate. When 𝑐𝑐′ = 0, power was close to zero across all levels of h

and cutoff scores. Given 𝑐𝑐′ = 0, for sample sizes of n ≤ 2500, power was below the .80
level. Power increased as sample size increased. When 𝑐𝑐′ = .39, power was slightly

below .80 for n = 500 across all levels of h for all three cutoff scores. Given 𝑐𝑐′ = .59,
power was above .80 for all levels of h across all three cutoff scores. There were no
differences in power across the cutoff score conditions.

Figure 4.25 PNDE Power by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of 𝑐𝑐′ and h by Cutoff Score

row, and cutoff scores differ by line color. The gray horizontal line at 0.80 represents the targeted power level.
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Note. Power is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of 𝑐𝑐′ and h. Levels of 𝑐𝑐′ differ by column, levels of h differ by
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TNDE. Power results for TNDE1 are displayed in Figure 4.26 across levels of a,
𝑐𝑐′, and h. Power results for TNDE2 and TNDE3 across these three path effect sizes are
not shown because the overall patterns were similar to TNDE1 results. For closer

consideration of power differences across the three cutoff scores, Figure 4.26 depicts
power by levels of a and 𝑐𝑐′ at h = .15. The level for h was selected arbitrarily, as the

results for the other levels of h do not differ. From Figure 4.27, given 𝑐𝑐′ = 0, power was

close to zero, regardless of the effect sizes of a or h. In the case of 𝑐𝑐′ = .14, power

increased as sample size increased. Power levels did not reach .80 until the sample size
was greater than 2500. For 𝑐𝑐′ = .39, power was around .80 at all levels of a and h when n
= 500. Power was over .80 for the larger sample sizes. Finally, for 𝑐𝑐 ′ = .59, power was

greater than .80 for all sample sizes and levels of a and h. In Figure 4.27, there were no
variations in power by cutoff score.

Figure 4.26 TNDE1 Power by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of a, 𝑐𝑐′, and h

column, and levels of h differ by line color. The gray horizontal line at 0.80 represents the targeted power level.
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Note. Power is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a, 𝑐𝑐′, and h. Levels of a differ by row, levels of 𝑐𝑐′ differ by

Figure 4.27 TNDE1 Power by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of a and 𝑐𝑐′ when h = .15

differ by column, and the cutoff scores differ by line color. The gray horizontal line at 0.80 represents the targeted power level.
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Note. Power is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a and 𝑐𝑐′ when h = .15. Levels of a differ by row, levels of 𝑐𝑐′
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MINT. The power for MINT across levels of a and h are presented in Figure
4.28. Across all levels of a, h, and cutoff scores, there is very little power to detect
MINT. All power for MINT is near zero. Low power may have been due to the fact that
MINT is an interaction term.

Figure 4.28 MINT Power by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of a and h by Cutoff Score
Note. Power is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a and h. Levels of a differ by column, levels of h differ by row,
122

and cutoff scores differ by line color. The gray horizontal line at 0.80 represents the targeted power level.
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Coverage and Imbalance
Bradley’s (1978) robustness criteria of range [.925, .975] was used for coverage,
with perfect coverage considered as .95. When the confidence interval did not contain the
true parameter value, imbalance was assessed to determine whether the true value fell
above or below the constructed confidence interval. Coverage and imbalance by each
effect and cutoff score are presented in Table 4.9. Overall, coverage was lower than the
preferred .95 level. Coverage for the direct effects was lower than coverage for the
indirect and interaction effects. Additionally, imbalance was present in the sense that the
true parameter value was more often above the constructed confidence interval than
below it. Differences in coverage and imbalance by each effect are presented below.
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Table 4.9 Coverage and Imbalance for the Estimated Effects
Effect

PNIE

TNIE

PNDE

TNDE

MINT

Cut score

Below CI

Coverage

Above CI

index

%

%

%

1

1.21%

59.07%

39.72%

2

1.59%

70.94%

27.47%

3

1.93%

83.99%

14.08%

1

0.72%

41.97%

57.31%

2

0.83%

50.89%

48.28%

3

0.90%

62.25%

36.85%

1

0.36%

26.87%

72.77%

2

0.52%

36.60%

62.89%

3

0.68%

47.72%

51.60%

1

0.34%

24.10%

75.55%

2

0.48%

32.86%

66.65%

3

0.64%

42.76%

56.60%

1

0.47%

64.42%

35.11%

2

0.46%

61.91%

37.62%

3

0.47%

64.36%

35.17%

Note. ‘CI’ = confidence interval.
PNIE. PNIE coverage results are presented in Figure 4.29. Coverage for PNIE
was around 1.00 when a and b = 0, while coverage was around .95 when either a or b =
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0. When coverage was around .95, there was no variation across cutoff scores. Under
conditions where neither a nor b were equal to zero, coverage was below .95 and outside
the robustness criteria. There were also differences in coverage across the cutoff scores;
PNIE1 had the lowest coverage, while PNIE3 had the highest coverage rate. For sample
sizes 500, 1000, and 2500, coverage decreased as sample size increased.

Figure 4.29 PNIE Coverage by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of a and b by Cutoff Score
Note. Coverage is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a and b. Levels of a differ by column, while levels of b
differ by row. Values in the shaded regions fall within Bradley’s (1978) liberal robustness criteria. The gray horizontal line at 0.95
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represents perfect coverage.
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Since coverage was below the .95 level, imbalance was considered to determine
where the confidence intervals fell in relation to the true parameter value. Figure 4.30
depicts PNIE imbalance. For PNIE1 (Figure 4.30a), for non-null effect sizes of a and b,
the true parameter value tended to fall above the confidence interval, meaning that the
confidence interval values were below the true value. There is also an effect of sample
size; as sample size increased, imbalance above also increased. PNIE2 (Figure 4.30b)
and PNIE3 (Figure 4.30c) had less imbalance than PNIE1, but the results show that the
confidence intervals were also below the true parameter value.

Figure 4.30 PNIE Imbalance by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of a and b
Note. Imbalance is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a and b. Levels of a differ by row, while levels of b differ
by column. Cutoff scores differ by panel.
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TNIE. Coverage results for TNIE are displayed in Figure 4.31. When a = b = 0,
coverage was above .95 and outside the robustness criteria for all levels of h across all
sample sizes. Considering cases where a = 0 while b ≠ 0, coverage was within the

robustness criteria, regardless of level of h or sample size. By row, when b = 0, coverage
for h = 0 was either slightly above or within the robustness criteria across all levels of a.
As the effect size of h and sample size increased, coverage decreased. For TNIE1 (in
Figure 4.31a), coverage for b = 0, a = .14, and h = .05 was above the robustness criteria
for n = 500 but dropped to below the robustness criteria when the sample size increased
to n = 1000. In this condition, coverage when h = .15 or .34 was always below the
robustness criteria. For b = 0, a = .39 or .59, coverage was always below the robustness
criteria across non-null levels of h. Similar patterns were observed for TNIE2 (Figure
4.31b) and TNIE3 (Figure 4.31c). When b and a were non-null values, coverage was
below .95 across all levels of h, and as sample size increased, coverage decreased. TNIE2
(Figure 4.31b) and TNIE3 (Figure 4.31c) also had similar patterns in that coverage was
consistently outside of the robustness criteria. As the percentage of the control sample
increased, however, coverage also increased. There was variation in coverage as h
increased, where smaller levels of h had higher coverage levels.
TNIE1 imbalance results are presented in Figure 4.32. Results for TNIE2 and
TNIE3 imbalance are not presented because the patterns were the same as TNIE1. Each
panel (a, b, c, d) represents a different level of h. As the level of h increased, the levels of
imbalance also increased. True parameter values fell most often above the confidence
intervals.

Figure 4.31 TNIE Coverage by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of a, b, and h
Note. Coverage is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a, b, and h. Levels of a differ by column, levels of b differ
by row, and levels of h differ by line color. Values in the shaded regions fall within Bradley’s (1978) liberal robustness criteria. The
gray horizontal line at 0.95 represents perfect coverage.
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Figure 4.32 TNIE1 Imbalance by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of a, b, and h
Note. Imbalance is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a, b, and h. Levels of a differ by row, levels of b differ by
column, and levels of h differ by panel.
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PNDE. The results for PNDE coverage are shown in Figure 4.33. Under the
condition of 𝑐𝑐′ = h = 0, coverage was within the robustness criteria. When 𝑐𝑐′ = 0 and h
= .05, coverage was within the robustness criteria for all three cutoff scores when n =

500. As sample size increased, however, coverage decreased. In this condition, there was
no difference in coverage across the three cutoff scores. When 𝑐𝑐′ = 0, there was no

difference in coverage across the three cutoff scores. There was a larger difference in
coverage observed when 𝑐𝑐 ′ ≠ 0, with PNDE3 having the highest coverage levels.

Generally, as sample size increased, coverage decreased, with lower h levels having
higher coverage. In conditions when 𝑐𝑐′ ≠ 0, however, coverage was always below the
robustness criteria.

Figure 4.33 PNDE Coverage by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of 𝑐𝑐′ and h by Cutoff Score

Note. Coverage is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of 𝑐𝑐 ′ and h. Levels of 𝑐𝑐′ differ by column, levels of h differ by
row, and cutoff scores differ by line color. Values in the shaded regions fall within Bradley’s (1978) liberal robustness criteria. The
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gray horizontal line at 0.95 represents perfect coverage.
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Imbalance for PNDE is presented in Figure 4.34. Confidence intervals for PNDE
were most often below the true parameter value. As effect size, sample size, and control
sample percentage increased, imbalance also increased. This was expected, as imbalance
is directly related to coverage.

Figure 4.34 PNDE Imbalance by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of 𝑐𝑐′ and h

Note. Imbalance is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of 𝑐𝑐′ and h. Levels of 𝑐𝑐′ differ by row, while levels of h differ
by column.
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TNDE. TNDE coverage results are presented in Figure 4.35. Coverage varied as a
function of effect size, sample size, and cutoff score. When all three path effect sizes
were equal to zero, coverage was within the robustness criteria. Considering cases where
𝑐𝑐′ = 0, coverage decreased as the size of h increased. Given 𝑐𝑐′ = 0 and h = .05, coverage

when a = .14 for n = 500 was within the robustness criteria interval but fell slightly below
when a increased to .39 or .59. Under conditions where 𝑐𝑐′ ≠ 0, coverage was below the

robustness criteria. Coverage decreased as sample size increased. TNDE1 (Figure 4.35a)
had the lowest coverage rates by condition, while TNDE3 (Figure 4.35c) had the highest.
TNDE1 imbalance is presented in Figure 4.36. TNDE2 and TNDE3 imbalance
results are omitted because the overall patterns are similar to TNDE1 results. Each panel
(a, b, c, d) represents a different level of h. As the level of h increased, imbalance also
increased, in line with the coverage results. Imbalance also increased as sample size
increased—true parameter values fell most often above the confidence intervals.

Figure 4.35 TNDE Coverage by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of a, 𝑐𝑐′, and h

Note. Coverage is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a, 𝑐𝑐′, and h. Levels of a differ by row, levels of 𝑐𝑐′ differ by
column, and levels of h differ by line color. Values in the shaded regions fall within Bradley’s (1978) liberal robustness criteria. The
gray horizontal line at 0.95 represents perfect coverage.
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Figure 4.36 TNDE1 Imbalance by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of a, 𝑐𝑐′, and h

Note. Imbalance is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a, 𝑐𝑐′, and h. Levels of a differ by row, levels of 𝑐𝑐′ differ by
column, and levels of h differ by panel.
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MINT. Coverage for MINT across cutoff scores is displayed in Figure 4.37 by
levels of a and h. When a = 0, coverage was close to 1.00 and was above the robustness
criteria for all levels of h and cutoff scores. Given a ≠ 0, h = 0 across the first row,
coverage trended towards .95 and was within the robustness criteria as sample size
increased. Considering the second column from the left, when a = .14 and h = 0,
coverage for n = 500 and 1000 was above the robustness criteria. With a = .14 and h
= .05, coverage was above the robustness criteria at n = 500 but was within the interval
for n = 1000. MINT2 had the lowest coverage, while MINT1 and MINT3 had similar
coverage rates. Given a = .14 and h = .15, coverage when n = 500 was within the
robustness criteria. Again, MINT2 had the lowest coverage, while MINT1 and MINT3
had similar coverage rates. Given a = .14 and h = .34, coverage was below the robustness
criteria.
Under conditions where neither a nor h were equal to zero, as sample size
increased, coverage decreased. Examining h = .05 across the non-null levels of a (i.e.,
second row), coverage levels started near .95 for n = 500 but decreased as sample size
increased. MINT2 had the lowest coverage rates, while MINT1 and MINT3 had very
similar rates. As h increased, coverage trended towards zero given lower sample sizes.
For example, when h = .15 and a ≠ 0, coverage does not approach zero until n = 5000. On
the other hand, when h = .34 and a = .14, coverage approaches zero around n = 2500,
while for a = .39 and .59, coverage is close to zero when n = 1000.

Figure 4.37 MINT Coverage by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of a and h by Cutoff Score
Note. Coverage is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a and h. Levels of a differ by column, levels of h differ by
row, and cutoff scores differ by line color. Values in the shaded regions fall within Bradley’s (1978) liberal robustness criteria. The
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gray horizontal line at 0.95 represents perfect coverage.
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Imbalance of the confidence intervals for MINT estimates are displayed in Figure
4.38. For non-null a and h values, there is a pattern of the true parameter value falling
above the confidence intervals. Imbalance increased as sample size and effect size of a
and h increased.

Figure 4.38 MINT Imbalance by Sample Size and Effect Sizes Across Levels of a and h
Note. Imbalance is displayed as the effect of sample size and effect size of a and h. Levels of a differ by row, while levels of h differ
by column.
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION
The premise of this dissertation was to explore the behavior of statistical
mediation analysis within a regression discontinuity design framework. The three
research questions of focus were:
RQ1: What are the statistical assumptions to establish mediation in RDDs?
RQ2: How does mediation in RDDs differ in performance compared to mediation
in RCTs?
RQ3: How will the behavior of mediation in RDD differ under varying conditions
(i.e., sample sizes, effect sizes, cutoff scores)?
Specifically, an integrated assumption framework was synthesized from previous
literature, and a secondary data analysis was conducted to determine how assumption
violations would affect statistical inference (RQ1) as well as to compare how mediation
analysis operates between RCTs and RDDs (RQ2). A simulation study was run to
examine the behavior of mediation analysis in RDD under different conditions (RQ3).
The two main assumptions necessary for drawing correct causal inferences when
conducting mediation analysis in RDD are the independence assumption and SUTVA.
Results from the HSIS secondary data analysis suggested that RDD estimates would be
smaller than their RCT counterparts. Additionally, 95% CIs constructed for RDD
estimates made opposite statistical significance conclusions compared to the RCT
estimates (i.e., if the RCT was significant, the RDD estimate would not be significant).
In turn, looking at the simulation study, while Type I error rate and power for all five
effects were either within the robustness criteria or reached the ideal range, bias and
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coverage were more often outside the robustness range. Imbalance provided a more
thorough understanding of where the true effect was landing in comparison to the CIs.
RQ1: Addressing Assumptions
Primary emphasis on assumptions for identifiability and causal inference was on
the independence assumption and SUTVA. An integrated assumption framework for
considering robustness against violations was fundamental in determining the
identifiability of estimates for the direct and indirect effects. Without the ability to
randomly assign participants to different levels of the mediator variable, mediation
analysis takes on observational study-like qualities (Keele, 2015b). Therefore, further
assumptions must be made for the effect estimates to be identifiable. Implementing
mediation analysis, the sequential ignorability assumption is necessary in considering the
causal inference implications when including a mediator variable.
A recommendation for investigators when planning a RDD with research
questions pertaining to mediation effects is to intentionally collect data on potential
confounders based on theory and previous research studies. Once the data are collected,
sensitivity analyses can then be conducted to determine whether or not the assumptions
are met. Meeting the sequential ignorability assumption would allow the researcher to
make a stronger argument for causation within the RDD-mediation model. For example,
if there is a significant correlation between the confounding variables and the outcome
variable error terms, the indirect and direct effects would not be identifiable, as the effect
of the confounders cannot be ignored. On the other hand, given a nonsignificant
correlation between the error terms, the confounding effects can be ignored, rendering the
indirect and direct effect identifiable.
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Though there was a list of integrated assumptions made by mediation and/or
RDD, there were two assumptions in particular that require further investigation: correct
functional form and whether or not variables must be continuous. Though these
assumptions were briefly considered in the secondary data analysis, a future study could
examine the effects of varying functional forms on estimates as well as different
combinations of continuous/categorical variables. Violating assumptions would have
similar consequences to when mediation analysis or RDDs are used separately. If the
assumptions are not met, the estimates could be biased, leading to incorrect conclusions
of significance and interpretability. Concerning RDDs in particular, extrapolation of
information is important due to the cutoff score—inferences can only be made in a
certain area around the cutoff score and researchers would be remiss to generalize results
too far.
RQ2: Secondary Data Analysis Conclusions
Compared to prior mediation analyses of the dataset (Gershoff et al., 2016), the
same general pattern of results was observed for the relationship between the IV to
mediator, mediator to DV, and a significant indirect effect for the RCT data used in this
study. The secondary data analysis showed that RDD estimates typically were smaller
than the RCT estimates for the same effect. Bias between mediation in RCT versus RDD
was not within an acceptable range. One potential reason for this finding is the lower
power that may have resulted due to the smaller sample size in the synthetic RDD
datasets (Gleason et al., 2018; Schochet, 2009). The difference in sample size, however,
was not necessarily a concern in the within-study comparison (WSC) design (Wong &
Steiner, 2018). Since the synthetic data are drawn from the RCT data, Wong and Steiner
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(2018) posit that WSC assumptions do not necessarily have to be met. Instead, the
synthetic design of the study acts as a Monte Carlo experiment and is useful in examining
how RDD estimators may perform. This finding indicates that the approach of using
mediation in RDD is yet to be refined before it can be used as a robust methodological
tool. The limitation in this design is its incapability for researchers to avoid violating
assumptions in practice (Wong & Steiner, 2018).
Preliminary analyses suggested that the independence assumption was slightly
violated by the RDD data. The sensitivity analysis suggested that the residual terms were
significantly correlated for both the RCT and RDD data, and the correct functional form
was not always used. RDD analyses accounted for the effect of the assignment variable.
Since the assignment variable is used to assign participants to condition, there is
collinearity between assignment variable and treatment (Jacob et al., 2012). When the
correct functional form is used, the treatment indicator would be independent of other
covariates. In contrast, if the wrong functional form is specified, there is collinearity
between the treatment indicator and covariates unaccounted for. Finally, the CIs for RDD
effect estimates were different than the RCT estimates. This may either be a result of
assumption violation or indicate the need for a better method to calculate CIs for
mediation in RDD. The results of the secondary data analysis thus reveal how the
estimates for mediation in RDD, as well as RCT, could be biased when those
assumptions were not met. The results also indicate a need for better CI construction
methods for mediation in RDD.
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RQ3: Major Simulation Findings
Bias
Bias varied as a function of effect size and cutoff score. As effect size increased,
bias tended to increase. Though this finding may initially seem counterintuitive, the
pattern observed from the simulation study may be an indicator of two intertwined
limitations of this study specifically regarding RDD: parametric estimation and incorrect
functional form. First, the boundary problem arises in RDDs because treatment effects
must be estimated at the cutoff (Bloom, 2012; Hahn et al., 2001; Lee & Lemieux, 2010).
Previous studies have shown that a global (or parametric) approach may lead to biased
estimates because it weighs every observation equally, including those far away from the
cutoff score, to estimate an effect meant to be estimated at the cutoff score (Bloom, 2012;
Lee & Lemieux, 2010). Bias may be exacerbated when the incorrect functional form is
not selected (Lee & Lemieux, 2010), which is another plausible explanation for the
counterintuitive bias findings as a linear regression model was assumed for this study.
Bias for the indirect effects and MINT were more often within the ideal
boundaries than bias for the direct effects. Additionally, bias for the direct effects were of
larger magnitude than for indirect and MINT effects. When bias was present, the measure
of bias was a negative value. Since bias was calculated by subtracting the parameter
value from the estimated value, the estimated values were often smaller than the actual
value. Therefore, further research should be conducted to explore how direct effects for
RDD can be better estimated without the associated bias.
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Type I Error
Type I error rate for PNIE, TNIE, and MINT varied predominantly as a function
of sample and effect size. PNDE and TNDE Type I error rates overall did not vary as
much as the indirect and MINT effects. Specifically, there is only one condition in which
the true PNDE value is equal to zero—when 𝑐𝑐′ = h = 0. Therefore, there was no variation

by effect size. Overall, the Type I error rates for the indirect effects and MINT were

within the expected robustness interval when at least one path effect size was not equal to
zero. In cases where all path effects were equal to zero, the Type I error rate was close to
zero. For the direct effects, Type I error rate was within the robustness interval across all
sample sizes. With Type I error rates around the robustness interval, the simulation
showed that CIs correctly rejected the null hypothesis the targeted number of times.
Power
Power for the indirect and direct effects varied as a function of sample size and
effect size. As sample size and effect size increased, power also increased. Power for the
smaller sample sizes was typically very low but increased sufficiently as the sample size
increased. Only the indirect effects had differences in power across the three cutoff
scores. Power was uniform across all cutoff scores for the other effects. In contrast,
power for MINT was extremely low and never reached the .80 level. The low power to
detect MINT may be explained by the lower power to detect interaction effects in
practice (e.g., McClelland & Judd, 1993). This is further supported by the findings in the
secondary data analysis where the h estimates were very small compared to the other
parameters.
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Coverage and Imbalance
Coverage and imbalance varied as a function of sample size, effect size, and
cutoff score. Coverage for null effects (i.e., when at least one of the effect sizes was equal
to zero) was more often within the robustness criteria for indirect effects. As effect size
and sample size increased, coverage tended to decrease. Non-null effects for PNIE never
had coverage within the robustness criteria. While coverage was within the robustness
interval for TNIE given all three parameters were null, coverage decreased as sample size
and effect size increased.
With regard to PNDE, coverage was uniformly within the robustness interval
when both parameters were equal to zero. In conditions where only one parameter was
equal to zero, coverage decreased as sample size increased. Additionally, the condition
with the largest number of control participants had the highest coverage values. As the
percentage of control participants decreased, coverage also decreased. For TNDE,
coverage was only within the robustness interval when 𝑐𝑐′ and h were both equal to zero.
As the size of a increased, coverage decreased. A similar pattern was observed for the

other conditions, though coverage was always below the robustness criteria. Coverage for
MINT null conditions was either above or within the robustness criteria. In the non-null
conditions, coverage decreased as sample size increased. Coverage collapsed across
sample size, effect size, and cutoff scores was highest for the indirect effects and MINT,
while coverage rates for the direct effects was lower on average.
It was unsurprising that coverage was low because the global regression approach
was used in this study. As such, all observations were included in the analysis, and the
effects were calculated beyond a specified bandwidth (Bartalotti et al., 2016; Calonico et
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al., 2014). Furthermore, as imbalance is inextricably tied to coverage, imbalance
increased as coverage decreased. Where coverage was low, the CIs did not include the
true parameter value, and the imbalance measure showed that the true parameter value
systematically fell above the CIs. These findings suggest a need for a better method of
constructing confidence intervals for detecting effects in mediation analysis for RDD.
Implications for Inference
The caveat of conducting mediation analysis for RDDs is the inability for
researchers to unequivocally collect all possible confounders/covariates that would affect
M and Y, making mediation analysis similar to observational studies (Keele, 2015b).
When combined with the quasi-experimental nature of RDDs, the result is a mesh of an
observational-like statistical tool combined with a quasi-experimental design, detracting
from any “gold-standard” benefits that RCTs lend to drawing causal inferences from the
data. In other words, since randomization cannot be relied on to meet certain assumptions
(e.g., independence assumption, SUTVA), limits must be drawn around which causal
inferences can be made from the analyses.
For applied researchers, in considering ways to design a RDD that would be
conducive towards conducting mediation analysis, there are a few key components to
regard. To test whether assumptions are met, collecting data on potential confounding
variables would be helpful in detecting assumption violations. In practice, true effect
sizes are unknown to the researcher. Therefore, recommendations for designing a RDD
with mediation study can only be made based on cutoff score and sample size—variables
that are directly under the control of the researcher. Tentatively, a minimum sample size
of 5000 has accurate Type I error rates and power above .80, regardless of cutoff score.
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Without further study, however, sample size and effect size relation to power and Type I
error rate cannot yet be more specifically delineated.
Based on the findings of this dissertation study, the implications for inference are
limited. Primarily, the method for confidence interval construction, which is argued to be
more informative than a point estimate (Harlow et al., 1997; Krantz, 1999; MacKinnon et
al., 2004), results in low coverage. Based on the low coverage rates, the current
recommendation is to abstain from constructing confidence intervals to determine
statistical significance until further methodological developments have been made.
Additionally, in the direct effect estimates, it is demonstrated that estimates are biased.
Therefore, no strong implications for inference can be made at this point, especially
considering the further work that must be conducted regarding direct effects in the causal
mediation estimation framework.
Limitations and Future Directions
The exploratory nature of this study naturally leads to more issues and topics for
further investigation. The scope of this study was to provide a foundational starting point
in which future studies could draw from. Limitations of this study pave the way for future
directions. The chief conclusion of this study was that the current method of
bootstrapping and constructing CIs does not produce valid inferences for estimates.
Therefore, a different method of CI construction is necessary. Considering the systematic
imbalance of true parameter values falling above the CIs, perhaps some form of biascorrection could be incorporated to adjust the CIs. Though there have been studies
considering bias-correction methods for RDD (e.g., Bartolotti et al., 2016; Calonico et al.,
2014; Calonico et al., 2020) and bias-corrected bootstrapping for causal mediation
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analysis (e.g., Chen & Fritz, 2021; Fritz et al., 2012), these methods do not easily extend
to an integrated perspective for constructing more accurate CIs for mediation in RDD.
Therefore, different bias-correction methods must be derived for this method.
Another limitation was the omission of a formal framework or strategy for
integrating assumptions. Instead, the assumptions were considered from a piecewise
perspective in which they were first examined separately before deciding which key
aspects overlapped between mediation and RDD. A future study could focus more
closely on validating the assumptions discussed in this study. There could be more
careful delineation of how assumption violations would affect causal inferences.
A third limitation of this study was that a global regression analysis approach was
used to estimate the effects. An alternative, more RDD specific method, would be to
consider a local regression approach and more closely exam methods for specifying
bandwidths (Hahn et al., 2001; Imbens & Lemieux, 2008; Lee & Lemieux, 2010).
Another related method is to consider separate regression equations on either side of the
cutoff, which would allow functional form to vary as well. Different functional forms
were not considered in the simulation portion of this study—the simulation was based on
linear models. Future studies could consider how extending the models to consider
polynomials or nonlinear models would affect the outcome estimation. Testing different
functional forms is important to reflect how data would commonly appear in practice.
This approach would require further consideration of how M is treated in the second
mediation regression equation and how assumptions would be violated if this method
were employed. In a similar vein, the question of whether or not to center M remains
unexplored.
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Another factor that was not manipulated was percentage of missing data. The
effect of missing data on effect estimation was largely unmeasured. The extent of missing
data in this study was using FIML in the secondary data analysis. Otherwise, the
simulation study assumed no missing data. Determining how different proportions of
missing data (e.g., in the control versus treatment conditions) would affect estimates
would be applicable in practice.
This study focused on the single mediator model. In practice, however, a single
mediator model severely limits generalizability and would be difficult to apply to many
educational research contexts. Therefore, a future step is to consider how multiple
mediator analysis can be incorporated into examining RDD. Relatedly, researchers may
be interested in using multiple cutoff scores for the RDD portion instead of a single
cutoff score. Future research can consider how the use of multiple cutoff scores would
affect the interpretability of mediation results within RDD.
In education research, there are often multilevel contexts in which individual units
are nested within a larger unit, and this nesting must be accounted for to obtain unbiased
estimates. The design of this study focused on single-level units where units are
independent of one another. Consideration of multilevel statistical analyses would require
a restructuring of the assumption framework, as well as the regression equations involved
in calculating the estimates.
Finally, sharp RDDs were examined in this study. In practice, however, adherence
to treatment is not always strictly followed. Instead, fuzzy RDDs, which include
crossovers and no-shows, consider how to incorporate participants even if they do not
adhere to treatment assignment. Examining the behavior of mediation analysis for fuzzy
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RDDs and its implications for inference would make the results for this line of study
more widely applicable.
Though there were several limitations in this study, each lends space to explore
further topics in conducting mediation analysis in RDDs. This study provided an initial
exploration and foundational work for further studies to be conducted, with the long-term
goal to provide tools for researchers to effectively evaluate and support intervention and
treatment facilitation, despite budget/resource restrictions.
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APPENDIX A
R Syntax for Data Generation
#!/usr/bin/env Rscript
nrep <- commandArgs(trailingOnly=TRUE)
# packages --------------------------------------------checkpoint::use_checkpoint("2021-08-02")
library(tidyverse)
library(data.table)
library(stringi)
devtools::session_info()

# custom functions -----------------------------------## function for generating X, M, Y values
gendata <- function(id, nobs, effa, effb, effcpr, effh, vare1,
vare2, ...){
#preallocate the matrix
meddata <- matrix(1, ncol = 16, nrow = nobs,
"y1", "tm1",

dimnames = list(NULL, c("x", “r1”, "t1", "m1",

"tm2",
"tm3")))

“r2”, "t2", "m2", "y2",
“r3”, "t3", "m3", "y3",

#randomly sample nobs numbers of x's from a normal distribution
meddata[, "x"] <- rnorm(nobs)
cut1 <- quantile(meddata[, "x"], prob = .25)
meddata[, "t1"] <- ifelse(meddata[,"x"] < cut1, 0, 1)
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#center assignment variable at cutpoint
meddata[, "r1"] <- meddata[,"x"] - cut1
#use x and m to calculate m and y, respectively
meddata[, "m1"] <- effa*meddata[, "t1"] + rnorm(nobs, sd = vare1)
meddata[, "tm1"] <- meddata[, "t1"]*meddata[, "m1"]
meddata[, "y1"] <- effcpr*meddata[, "t1"] + effb*meddata[, "m1"] +
effh*meddata[, "tm1"] + rnorm(nobs, sd = vare2)
#second cut point
cut2 <- quantile(meddata[, "x"], prob = .50)
meddata[, "t2"] <- ifelse(meddata[,"x"] < cut2, 0, 1)
#center assignment variable at cutpoint
meddata[, "r2"] <- meddata[,"x"] - cut2
#use x and m to calculate m and y, respectively
meddata[, "m2"] <- effa*meddata[, "t2"] + rnorm(nobs, sd = vare1)
meddata[, "tm2"] <- meddata[, "t2"]*meddata[, "m2"]
meddata[, "y2"] <- effcpr*meddata[, "t2"] + effb*meddata[, "m2"] +
effh*meddata[, "tm2"] + rnorm(nobs, sd = vare2)
#third cut point
cut3 <- quantile(meddata[, "x"], prob = .75)
meddata[, "t3"] <- ifelse(meddata[,"x"] < cut3, 0, 1)
#center assignment variable at cutpoint
meddata[, "r3"] <- meddata[,"x"] - cut3
#use x and m to calculate m and y, respectively
meddata[, "m3"] <- effa*meddata[, "t3"] + rnorm(nobs, sd = vare1)
meddata[, "tm3"] <- meddata[, "t3"]*meddata[, "m3"]
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meddata[, "y3"] <- effcpr*meddata[, "t3"] + effb*meddata[, "m3"] +
effh*meddata[, "tm3"] + rnorm(nobs, sd = vare2)
#output
return(data.frame(
id = id,
meddata,
stringsAsFactors = FALSE))
}
set.seed(18374788)
factorcombo <- crossing(
nobs = c(500, 1000, 2500, 5000, 10000),
effa = c(0, 0.14, 0.39, 0.59),
effb = c(0, 0.14, 0.39, 0.59),
effcpr = c(0, 0.14, 0.39, 0.59),
effh = c(0, 0.05, 0.15, 0.34),
reps = 1:nrep
) %>%
mutate(
id = stri_rand_strings(n(), length = 10),
sim_block = sample(0:999, size = n(), replace = TRUE),
vare1 = sqrt(1 - effa^2),
vare2 = sqrt(1 - effb^2)
)
# generate ------------------------------dirs <- c("data", "res",

"slurm")

for (dir in dirs) if (!dir.exists(dir)) dir.create(dir)
set.seed(95409)
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factorcombo %>%
group_by(sim_block) %>%
group_walk(~ {
d <- pmap_dfr(.x, gendata)
fwrite(d, file = paste0("data/data_", .y, ".csv"), sep = ",")
})
fwrite(factorcombo, "data_iter.csv", sep = ",")
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APPENDIX B
R Syntax for Estimating and Bootstrapping the Indirect Effect
#!/usr/bin/env Rscript
index <- commandArgs(trailingOnly=TRUE)

# packages ------------------------------------------------------checkpoint::use_checkpoint("2021-08-02")
library(tidyverse)
library(data.table)
devtools::session_info()

## function for estimating indirect effect and bootstrapping
estind <- function(data, nboot = 500){
n <- nrow(data)
# estimate a_hat and b_hat from each dataset
# cutoff 1 at 25%
mt1_fit <- lm(m1 ~ t1 + r1, data = data)
i0m1 <- mt1_fit$coefficients[1]
a1_hat <- mt1_fit$coefficients[2]
ymt1_fit <- lm(y1 ~ t1 + r1 + m1 + tm1, data = data)
b1_hat <- ymt1_fit$coefficients[4]
cpr1_hat <- ymt1_fit$coefficients[2]
h1_hat <- ymt1_fit$coefficients[5]
ab1_hat <- unname(a1_hat*b1_hat)
ah1_hat <- unname(a1_hat*h1_hat)
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TNIE1 <- ab1_hat + ah1_hat
PNDE1 <- cpr1_hat + (h1_hat*i0m1)
TNDE1 <- cpr1_hat + (h1_hat*i0m1) + ah1_hat
# cutoff 2 at 50%
mt2_fit <- lm(m2 ~ t2 + r2, data = data)
i0m2 <- mt2_fit$coefficients[1]
a2_hat <- mt2_fit$coefficients[2]
ymt2_fit <- lm(y2 ~ t2 + r2 + m2 + tm2, data = data)
b2_hat <- ymt2_fit$coefficients[4]
cpr2_hat <- ymt2_fit$coefficients[2]
h2_hat <- ymt2_fit$coefficients[5]
ab2_hat <- unname(a2_hat*b2_hat)
ah2_hat <- unname(a2_hat*h2_hat)
TNIE2 <- ab2_hat + ah2_hat
PNDE2 <- cpr2_hat + (h2_hat*i0m2)
TNDE2 <- cpr2_hat + (h2_hat*i0m2) + ah2_hat
# cutoff 3 at 75%
mt3_fit <- lm(m3 ~ t3 + r3, data = data)
i0m3 <- mt3_fit$coefficients[1]
a3_hat <- mt3_fit$coefficients[2]
ymt3_fit <- lm(y3 ~ t3 + r3 + m3 + tm3, data = data)
b3_hat <- ymt3_fit$coefficients[4]
cpr3_hat <- ymt3_fit$coefficients[2]
h3_hat <- ymt3_fit$coefficients[5]
ab3_hat <- unname(a3_hat*b3_hat)
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ah3_hat <- unname(a3_hat*h3_hat)
TNIE3 <- ab3_hat + ah3_hat
PNDE3 <- cpr3_hat + (h3_hat*i0m3)
TNDE3 <- cpr3_hat + (h3_hat*i0m3) + ah3_hat
## BOOTSTRAP from original dataset to get a vector of 1000 ab's
bootind <- replicate(nboot, sample(n, n, replace = TRUE), simplify =
FALSE)
# cutoff 1 at 25%
boot_ab1 <- map_dbl(bootind, function(i){
data_boot <- data[i, ]
boot_mt1_fit <- lm(m1 ~ t1 + r1, data = data_boot)
boot_ymt1_fit <- lm(y1 ~ t1 + r1 + m1 + tm1, data = data_boot)
boot_a1_hat <- boot_mt1_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_b1_hat <- boot_ymt1_fit$coefficients[4]
boot_a1_hat*boot_b1_hat
})
boot_ah1 <- map_dbl(bootind, function(i){
data_boot <- data[i, ]
boot_mt1_fit <- lm(m1 ~ t1 + r1, data = data_boot)
boot_ymt1_fit <- lm(y1 ~ t1 + r1 + m1 + tm1, data = data_boot)
boot_a1_hat <- boot_mt1_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_h1_hat <- boot_ymt1_fit$coefficients[5]
boot_a1_hat*boot_h1_hat
})
boot_TNIE1 <- map_dbl(bootind, function(i){
data_boot <- data[i, ]
boot_mt1_fit <- lm(m1 ~ t1 + r1, data = data_boot)
boot_ymt1_fit <- lm(y1 ~ t1 + r1 + m1 + tm1, data = data_boot)
boot_a1_hat <- boot_mt1_fit$coefficients[2]
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boot_b1_hat <- boot_ymt1_fit$coefficients[4]
boot_h1_hat <- boot_ymt1_fit$coefficients[5]
(boot_a1_hat*boot_b1_hat) + (boot_a1_hat*boot_h1_hat)
})
boot_PNDE1 <- map_dbl(bootind, function(i){
data_boot <- data[i, ]
boot_mt1_fit <- lm(m1 ~ t1 + r1, data = data_boot)
boot_ymt1_fit <- lm(y1 ~ t1 + r1 + m1 + tm1, data = data_boot)
boot_i0m1 <- boot_mt1_fit$coefficients[1]
boot_cpr1_hat <- boot_ymt1_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_h1_hat <- boot_ymt1_fit$coefficients[5]
boot_cpr1_hat + (boot_h1_hat*boot_i0m1)
})
boot_TNDE1 <- map_dbl(bootind, function(i){
data_boot <- data[i, ]
boot_mt1_fit <- lm(m1 ~ t1 + r1, data = data_boot)
boot_ymt1_fit <- lm(y1 ~ t1 + r1 + m1 + tm1, data = data_boot)
boot_i0m1 <- boot_mt1_fit$coefficients[1]
boot_a1_hat <- boot_mt1_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_cpr1_hat <- boot_ymt1_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_h1_hat <- boot_ymt1_fit$coefficients[5]
boot_cpr1_hat + (boot_h1_hat*boot_i0m1) + (boot_a1_hat*boot_h1_hat)
})
# cutoff 2 at 50%
boot_ab2 <- map_dbl(bootind, function(i){
data_boot <- data[i, ]
boot_mt2_fit <- lm(m2 ~ t2 + r2, data = data_boot)
boot_ymt2_fit <- lm(y2 ~ t2 + r2 + m2 + tm2, data = data_boot)
boot_a2_hat <- boot_mt2_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_b2_hat <- boot_ymt2_fit$coefficients[4]
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boot_a2_hat*boot_b2_hat
})
boot_ah2 <- map_dbl(bootind, function(i){
data_boot <- data[i, ]
boot_mt2_fit <- lm(m2 ~ t2 + r2, data = data_boot)
boot_ymt2_fit <- lm(y2 ~ t2 + r2 + m2 + tm2, data = data_boot)
boot_a2_hat <- boot_mt2_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_h2_hat <- boot_ymt2_fit$coefficients[5]
boot_a2_hat*boot_h2_hat
})
boot_TNIE2 <- map_dbl(bootind, function(i){
data_boot <- data[i, ]
boot_mt2_fit <- lm(m2 ~ t2 + r2, data = data_boot)
boot_ymt2_fit <- lm(y2 ~ t2 + r2 + m2 + tm2, data = data_boot)
boot_a2_hat <- boot_mt2_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_b2_hat <- boot_ymt2_fit$coefficients[4]
boot_h2_hat <- boot_ymt2_fit$coefficients[5]
(boot_a2_hat*boot_b2_hat) + (boot_a2_hat*boot_h2_hat)
})
boot_PNDE2 <- map_dbl(bootind, function(i){
data_boot <- data[i, ]
boot_mt2_fit <- lm(m2 ~ t2 + r2, data = data_boot)
boot_ymt2_fit <- lm(y2 ~ t2 + r2 + m2 + tm2, data = data_boot)
boot_i0m2 <- boot_mt2_fit$coefficients[1]
boot_cpr2_hat <- boot_ymt2_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_h2_hat <- boot_ymt2_fit$coefficients[5]
boot_cpr2_hat + (boot_h2_hat*boot_i0m2)
})
boot_TNDE2 <- map_dbl(bootind, function(i){
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data_boot <- data[i, ]
boot_mt2_fit <- lm(m2 ~ t2 + r2, data = data_boot)
boot_ymt2_fit <- lm(y2 ~ t2 + r2 + m2 + tm2, data = data_boot)
boot_i0m2 <- boot_mt2_fit$coefficients[1]
boot_a2_hat <- boot_mt2_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_cpr2_hat <- boot_ymt2_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_h2_hat <- boot_ymt2_fit$coefficients[5]
boot_cpr2_hat + (boot_h2_hat*boot_i0m2) + (boot_a2_hat*boot_h2_hat)
})
# cutoff 3 at 75%
boot_ab3 <- map_dbl(bootind, function(i){
data_boot <- data[i, ]
boot_mt3_fit <- lm(m3 ~ t3 + r3, data = data_boot)
boot_ymt3_fit <- lm(y3 ~ t3 + r3 + m3 + tm3, data = data_boot)
boot_a3_hat <- boot_mt3_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_b3_hat <- boot_ymt3_fit$coefficients[4]
boot_a3_hat*boot_b3_hat
})
boot_ah3 <- map_dbl(bootind, function(i){
data_boot <- data[i, ]
boot_mt3_fit <- lm(m3 ~ t3 + r3, data = data_boot)
boot_ymt3_fit <- lm(y3 ~ t3 + r3 + m3 + tm3, data = data_boot)
boot_a3_hat <- boot_mt3_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_h3_hat <- boot_ymt3_fit$coefficients[5]
boot_a3_hat*boot_h3_hat
})
boot_TNIE3 <- map_dbl(bootind, function(i){
data_boot <- data[i, ]
boot_mt3_fit <- lm(m3 ~ t3 + r3, data = data_boot)
boot_ymt3_fit <- lm(y3 ~ t3 + r3 + m3 + tm3, data = data_boot)
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boot_a3_hat <- boot_mt3_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_b3_hat <- boot_ymt3_fit$coefficients[4]
boot_h3_hat <- boot_ymt3_fit$coefficients[5]
(boot_a3_hat*boot_b3_hat) + (boot_a3_hat*boot_h3_hat)
})
boot_PNDE3 <- map_dbl(bootind, function(i){
data_boot <- data[i, ]
boot_mt3_fit <- lm(m3 ~ t3 + r3, data = data_boot)
boot_ymt3_fit <- lm(y3 ~ t3 + r3 + m3 + tm3, data = data_boot)
boot_i0m3 <- boot_mt3_fit$coefficients[1]
boot_cpr3_hat <- boot_ymt3_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_h3_hat <- boot_ymt3_fit$coefficients[5]
boot_cpr3_hat + (boot_h3_hat*boot_i0m3)
})
boot_TNDE3 <- map_dbl(bootind, function(i){
data_boot <- data[i, ]
boot_mt3_fit <- lm(m3 ~ t3 + r3, data = data_boot)
boot_ymt3_fit <- lm(y3 ~ t3 + r3 + m3 + tm3, data = data_boot)
boot_i0m3 <- boot_mt3_fit$coefficients[1]
boot_a3_hat <- boot_mt3_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_cpr3_hat <- boot_ymt3_fit$coefficients[2]
boot_h3_hat <- boot_ymt3_fit$coefficients[5]
boot_cpr3_hat + (boot_h3_hat*boot_i0m3) + (boot_a3_hat*boot_h3_hat)
})

### percentile bootstrap confidence interval
alpha <- 0.05
#cutoff 1
ab1_low <- quantile(boot_ab1, probs = (alpha/2))
ab1_upp <- quantile(boot_ab1, probs = (1-(alpha/2)))
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ah1_low <- quantile(boot_ah1, probs = (alpha/2))
ah1_upp <- quantile(boot_ah1, probs = (1-(alpha/2)))
TNIE1_low <- quantile(boot_TNIE1, probs = (alpha/2))
TNIE1_upp <- quantile(boot_TNIE1, probs = (1-(alpha/2)))
PNDE1_low <- quantile(boot_PNDE1, probs = (alpha/2))
PNDE1_upp <- quantile(boot_PNDE1, probs = (1-(alpha/2)))
TNDE1_low <- quantile(boot_TNDE1, probs = (alpha/2))
TNDE1_upp <- quantile(boot_TNDE1, probs = (1-(alpha/2)))
#cutoff 2
ab2_low <- quantile(boot_ab2, probs = (alpha/2))
ab2_upp <- quantile(boot_ab2, probs = (1-(alpha/2)))
ah2_low <- quantile(boot_ah2, probs = (alpha/2))
ah2_upp <- quantile(boot_ah2, probs = (1-(alpha/2)))
TNIE2_low <- quantile(boot_TNIE2, probs = (alpha/2))
TNIE2_upp <- quantile(boot_TNIE2, probs = (1-(alpha/2)))
PNDE2_low <- quantile(boot_PNDE2, probs = (alpha/2))
PNDE2_upp <- quantile(boot_PNDE2, probs = (1-(alpha/2)))
TNDE2_low <- quantile(boot_TNDE2, probs = (alpha/2))
TNDE2_upp <- quantile(boot_TNDE2, probs = (1-(alpha/2)))
#cutoff 3
ab3_low <- quantile(boot_ab3, probs = (alpha/2))
ab3_upp <- quantile(boot_ab3, probs = (1-(alpha/2)))
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ah3_low <- quantile(boot_ah3, probs = (alpha/2))
ah3_upp <- quantile(boot_ah3, probs = (1-(alpha/2)))
TNIE3_low <- quantile(boot_TNIE3, probs = (alpha/2))
TNIE3_upp <- quantile(boot_TNIE3, probs = (1-(alpha/2)))
PNDE3_low <- quantile(boot_PNDE3, probs = (alpha/2))
PNDE3_upp <- quantile(boot_PNDE3, probs = (1-(alpha/2)))
TNDE3_low <- quantile(boot_TNDE3, probs = (alpha/2))
TNDE3_upp <- quantile(boot_TNDE3, probs = (1-(alpha/2)))
##output
out <- list(
a1_hat = a1_hat,
b1_hat = b1_hat,
cpr1_hat = cpr1_hat,
h1_hat = h1_hat,
PNIE1 = ab1_hat,
MINT1 = ah1_hat,
TNIE1 = TNIE1,
PNDE1 = PNDE1,
TNDE1 = TNDE1,
a2_hat = a2_hat,
b2_hat = b2_hat,
cpr2_hat = cpr2_hat,
h2_hat = h2_hat,
PNIE2 = ab2_hat,
MINT2 = ah2_hat,
TNIE2 = TNIE2,
PNDE2 = PNDE2,
TNDE2 = TNDE2,
a3_hat = a3_hat,
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b3_hat = b3_hat,
cpr3_hat = cpr3_hat,
h3_hat = h3_hat,
PNIE3 = ab3_hat,
MINT3 = ah3_hat,
TNIE3 = TNIE3,
PNDE3 = PNDE3,
TNDE3 = TNDE3,
PNIE1_low = ab1_low,
PNIE1_upp = ab1_upp,
MINT1_low = ah1_low,
MINT1_upp = ah1_upp,
TNIE1_low = TNIE1_low,
TNIE1_upp = TNIE1_upp,
PNDE1_low = PNDE1_low,
PNDE1_upp = PNDE1_upp,
TNDE1_low = TNDE1_low,
TNDE1_upp = TNDE1_upp,
PNIE2_low = ab2_low,
PNIE2_upp = ab2_upp,
MINT2_low = ah2_low,
MINT2_upp = ah2_upp,
TNIE2_low = TNIE2_low,
TNIE2_upp = TNIE2_upp,
PNDE2_low = PNDE2_low,
PNDE2_upp = PNDE2_upp,
TNDE2_low = TNDE2_low,
TNDE2_upp = TNDE2_upp,
PNIE3_low = ab3_low,
PNIE3_upp = ab3_upp,
MINT3_low = ah3_low,
MINT3_upp = ah3_upp,
TNIE3_low = TNIE3_low,
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TNIE3_upp = TNIE3_upp,
PNDE3_low = PNDE3_low,
PNDE3_upp = PNDE3_upp,
TNDE3_low = TNDE3_low,
TNDE3_upp = TNDE3_upp
)
bind_rows(out, .id = "ana_method")
}

# analyses ------------------------------------------------------dread <- read_csv(
file = paste0("data/data_", index, ".csv"),
col_types = "cnnfnnnnfnnnnfnnn"
)
results <- dread %>%
group_by(id) %>%
nest() %>%
mutate(
res = map(data, estind),
data = NULL
) %>%
unnest(res)
write_csv(results, paste0("res/res_", index, ".csv"))

